Q1 support/
oppsoition

Q1A reasons for support or opposition

Q2 special memories

Q3 Suggestions for the detailed design

No Answer

It looks practical, retains some of the historical aspect of the old jetty and caters for various groups

No answer

No answer

No Answer
No Answer
No Answer
Strongly support

I want to maintain construction because of the history and marine life
It covers all bases of both historic and modern
We need to keep more timber

Many of my grandfather fishing on the jetty

Just try to copy the original construction

Esperance being great

Try to keep the original

Strongly support

It incorporates lots of my values and I believe it allowes me to do my favourite recreational activities
(fishing and diving) with ease!

Sammy the Seal aswell as the donation box upon entry
like the old jetty

I believe regarding diving the design is adequate
enough. Regarding fishing I believe a few safety
signs, fish cleaning benches and measurement
guides

Strongly support

The concept of the jetty looks really cool. I've seen the concepts before and I still enjoy the idea of them
now. The part that's dedicated to looking like and paying homage to the old jetty would really make it
much more special. Not to mention all of the redesigned features it has from the old jetty. There really
isn't a reason to dislike the new jetty. With the old jetty, there are several locals that had relatives who
helped build it, and with the new jetty, a whole new generation will be able to experience the same, and
have their tales remembered for years to come. The jetty holds a special place in many of our hearts and I
for one can't wait to see what the new jetty will be capable of; what amount of memories it could be
responsible for creating. Thank you all at the Shire for continuing to make this town a better place.

I mainly remember having loads of fun with my family
jumping off of the diving platform on the lower section of
the old jetty. It's really great to see with the new design
that other people will be able to experience the same
memories that I have.

Something that I don't believe was on the concepts
and an idea I'd like to pitch is to have built‐in
fishing rod holders so people can take easy breaks
while fishing and not have to hold onto their rods
the whole time.

Strongly support

its cool

the big signs with all the different types of fish on it

Strongly support

I think it will suit the esperance vibe. and has good access to fishing

Sammy the seal, make a memorial for him

Strongly support

i love it and think is will suit esperance and attact more tourists

sammy the seal

Strongly support

Strongly support

have hoses on the jetty to wash your fishing
buckets and fish off
have fishinh rod holders
Build a platform at the water level or close to, that
allows for fisherman to land large fish that
otherwise wouldnt be able to be landed with the
current height of the jetty

Strongly support
Strongly support

great tourist attraction for esperance

Strongly support

I am happy to support you on this project!!

Strongly support
Strongly support
Strongly support

I really like the idea and I also really do want a jetty
i love the idea that there is different sections to the jetty.

I just enjoyed walking along it with my family

Strongly support

Good, practicle design

Sammy the seal statue, fish cleaning station. food vans

Water slide, shark swimming net, fish cleaning
station, big diving platform, place boats can tie up

Strongly support

because it is old and dangerous and would be easier to build a new one

Fishing off it with my family

Accommodate fishing and diving and i think it
should be easy to swim around

Strongly support

As being one of the many youths in Esperance the jetty has always been a part of my childhood along with
being a historical landmark and attraction. Installing a replacement jetty would be sensational as the old To ensure that all people can access the jetty, being
mindful of those bound to disability like wheelchairs, etc
jetty was known where the community of Esperance would be together making memories and enjoying
what our town has to offer
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place a water slide so people can have some fun
and place some water balloons in too!!
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i remember the Sammy the seal and going squid fishing at keep some of the old parts of the old jetty have
night.and i also remember when i lost my shoe of the side good fish cleaning parts and have safety things
of the jetty and it was really funny watching it float away incase of any accidents

Strongly support

Strongly support

because i feel the jetty is an important part of esperance.

Strongly support

Something needs to be done with the jetty, these plans will make the jetty easily accessible to all people,
Whilst still keeping the original integrity of the jetty.

Strongly support
Strongly support
Strongly support
Strongly support
Strongly support
Strongly support
Strongly support
Strongly support
Strongly support

Sammy the Seal
have a fishing bench
yes
it looks cool
I believe it promotes great heritage values and will compliment the refurbished foreshore nicely. The
design incorporates the traditional look of the original jetty while adding many modern features. I believe
it will be a great asset to the community.
Because the town wants a Jetty and this is the only realistic solution.

I’m sick of not having a jetty and anything is better than nothing.

Strongly support

It's useable, great and something needs to get there, carry on has gone on for too long now!

Strongly support
Strongly support

The new concept seems to have pleased most people. I like all the different ideas that have been
incorporated to one design. Great work!
It looks cool

wheelchair stuff
Loved a cold winters night strolling down the jetty with
you hot chips from Beryls Eats!

Try and make it as accessible to as many people as
you can.
Make one that doesn’t fall down.

New to the town though as my husband and I will be
starting a family in the not so distant future please ensure
it is as child friendly as can be and enjoyed by all age
groups.
The odd fishing off it. Was too scared to go on it mostly,
the cracks were to big for my liking in it

Strongly support
Strongly support

Think that it looks like a good structure and design

Maybe have like a walking lane or cycle lane and
fishing pods or something.
Maybe the rails with the fishing part of it but safety
comes first so nothing
Shade for fishing and a few benches along the jetty

Fishing

It is sensible. The current jetty is not salvageable and it would not be cost effective to attempt restoration.
This Concept Design encorporates a heritage feel that recognises the importance of the Tanker Jetty in
No.
Esperance's history while catering to the public's needs, wants and finances.
It looks great , affordable, durable no point trying to fix the other one it’s falling into bits and reached its
life
to get this over and done with. :)

Strongly support

Kid friendly and fun for family and friends
spots for fishers

I just want a jetty this looks good
Because I like it

Strongly support

Strongly support

my dad and my family would go fishing of the jetty on the
make it a big tourist attraction
weekends.

No answer
I trust The Shire.

Jumping ropes

Not really just remember the fishing side of it

A drop down jetty closer to the ocean similar to
what the Busselton one has

Strongly support
A focus on recreational activities. Great diving
Having scuba and free dived the jetty on many occasions.
facilities a must have! And fishing rod holders. And
It's the amazing marine life below the deck.
feature lighting.
Catching squid. Being the voice for the sammy the seal
Artificial reef at the end od the jetty.
donation box.

Strongly support

It's fantastic and incorporates an amazing recreational jetty, whilst also maintaining historical significance.

Strongly support

Gets family out and will be a tourist attraction

Strongly support

Becayse it looks awesome and I'm Tired of this discussion

Strongly support

Looks great. Will be functional and it's components suggest longevity.

Strongly support

The existing jetty is expired. If any public jetty is to exist in this location then a new jetty must be built. The
No
concept designs are for a new jetty, thus fulfilling the aforementioned criteria.

The old wash down/fish clean station at the start.

Safety for children for me would be the biggest
priority.
None. Concepts are adequate.

Strongly support
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Strongly support
Strongly support

Design looks very good. It tells the history of the old jetty, and gives us a great new one to use that will last. Just diving and fishing off the jetty

Strongly support

I feel it is a good representation of what the community wants. H+H Architects have taken the design brief
and given us what we have asked for.

Try to make it as long as the current jetty please.
And keep the widened bit at the end, that's really
good.

Strongly support
wash down spots on jetty. a better handrail.design
so your not always rrying to fish in between bars or
sitting in the outside of them

Strongly support

good to see something new in esperance. better then keeping everything old and the same

Strongly support
Strongly support
Strongly support

Covers a lot of activities with the different sectors

Strongly support

Its proactive.

No

Fishing swiming walking biking fishing and fishing

Strongly support

Good balance of the old and what is feasible

I think current proposal is sufficient

Could possibly do something with local school
students signing the concrete similar to what was
done with Perth bell tower

Strongly support
Strongly support

Maintains a decent lenth of 400m plus good section layouts
Just make it happen

Strongly support

I think the concept is well designed and the ongoing maintenance will be minimal for the future

Looks like a great option to me!

Fishing as a teenager

Possible rock/Cement pool at headland to allow for
parents to take young kids
Fishing

Fishing in the rain, through the night into the silly hours
of morning as a kid...

A few strategically placed FAD's underneath along
the length would enhance both fishing and diving.

No

An ocean pool.

We just need a jetty already this is beyond the joke

I took my now wife on our first date there!

Shark cages like streaky bay and smoky. For you
that dont know what I mean, they are let's say
20×15m steel cage about 2 foot out of the water
and go to the bottom about half way along the jetty

I believe that it captures the best parts of the heritage of the tanker jetty, while being a cost effective
solution for the recreational needs for both locals and tourists.

I think the concept intergrates everything that is
My main memories of the tanker jetty revolve around my
required for the activities nicely. If anything it
recreational activities while growing up in Esperance. The
would be great to have multiple lower platforms
main activities I used the jetty for where fishing and
for diving, swimming & fishing. But I think if it will
sailing
come down to the budget, one will have to do.

Strongly support

Captures the heritage of the jetty while also showing a modern and contemporary style complementing
the new foreshore

The current concept I feel had the appropriate
facilities for diving and fishing such as the diving
Fishing with family on the old jetty but looking forward to platform. For the more involved details I would like
the shire to talk to current fishing and diving
fishing with my own kids on the new one.
groups to ensure their requirements are met as
best as can be.

Strongly support

I think it’s simplistic and represent the historical values of the current jetty

Strongly support
Strongly support
Strongly support

Love the way the design pays tribute to the original Tanker Jetty.

Strongly support
Strongly support

Looks great
Because we need a new jetty.

Strongly support

Strongly support
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Strongly support
Strongly support
Strongly support
Strongly support
Strongly support

Strongly support

It looks great and we need to get the ball rolling for a new jetty
Would love to move on a a have a new jetty to use.
Because it honours the old and moved forward with the new
It’s simmilar to the existing structure and yet has modern elements which will ensure it meets the needs of No, I think the node ideas already presented are all
our community and tourists well into the future.
fantastic.

The platform is great. As someone who got their
PADI (scuba licence) from the platform of the old
jetty, I think it’s great to have this reinstated.

The design has the main features needed for a new jetty. It will serve its purpose to locals and visitors.

No

Lots of benches so peoole can stop along the way
and admire the view or do some fishing. Fish
cleaning area like old jetty.
I think the five platform is vital. As someone who
received their PADI (scuba licence) from the dive
platform of the old jetty, I’m pleased to see this
reinstated in the new design.

Strongly support

The design is sympathetic to the existing structure yet includes modern improvements which will future
proof the structure for both the community and tourists.

The nodes already proposed sound great!

Strongly support

Multi‐functional and similar to what we have now. It seems the community of Esperance are not open to
change so keeping it simple and similar to what they know is key to success

Just an enjoyment of walking it.

Strongly support
Strongly support
Strongly support
Strongly support
Strongly support

Nil
The current jetty is dangerous and I find the design replacement is a great compromise.

Strongly support
Strongly support
Strongly support
Strongly support
Strongly support
Strongly support

I think all the proposed features will service the whole community!
Everytime we play near it or drive past the jetty my 8 yr old son gets tears in his eyes because he thinks
the jetty looks so sad and lonely. This design looks family friend and age friendly for young people and
older people and also tells a story about the old jetty.
I like that it’s simple and keeping it similar to what we had prior
I feel we desperately need a jetty!

Walking out and watching "sammy the seal"
Just more Safety rails I was always worried about falling
off as a child.
I think they have thought of most things already

Nil
Maybe some shade/cover from the sun
keep the fish cleaning bench. That was always
handy

Accommodate plenty of space for fishing.
Nope
As long as its easy to access and use for elderly
with walkers, wheelchairs and also parents with
prams.

Its looks great, practical, user friendly.

Strongly support
Strongly support
Strongly support

It appears to be multifunctional and appealing to wide audience

Safe and user friendly for families with young
children
Yes to diving and fishing... walking along... being
No only lived in esperance 10 years and jetty been closed
able to walk along a jetty shorter or otherwise is a
for a number of those
lovely feeling

Strongly support

Strongly support

Because out of anybody in Esperance, you will know what would work best for the budget, and
community. I'll like to think you have rate paying locals in mind. And would not put an overpriced silly idea
Just fishing and diving
in front of the whole town. I support your idea and believe you thought through everything twice. Love
the plans, And just fully love the idea of having a jetty back in Esperance. Go for it 👍

Strongly support
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No, I didn’t grow up in esperance.

Long enough for the artificial reef. But no push

I’d prefer if it stays open for free for the public.
Apart from that I’m happy with the proposed
design
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I think they have all been covered in the new concept
drawings

Strongly support

Strongly support

It looks good and its time to build one for our grandkids

Strongly support

Supports heritage values, great length and great for fishers

Strongly support
Strongly support

An enclosed swimming pool like all the towns in
South Australia have off their jetties. Make it
multipurpose instead of just for fishing
No

Strongly support

Respects the heritage of the original.

Strongly support
Strongly support

It represents what is needed for the jetty

Strongly support

Want a jetty that can be used ASAP

Strongly support
Strongly support

I am very happy with the way it looks and cant wait to use the jetty again

I feel if it is made to the concept drawings supplied
it will look great. Longest length possible will be
best with the budget in mind
I think the Dive Platform needs to move to the end
of the Jetty The Historic section should have old
timber put on the outside to show the aged look
next to the new timber

Lighting,
End of jetty should give potential for an
underwater observatory. This will add to the
tourism draw of the jetty.

No
Na
NO.

Allow for a variety of activities. Allow for future
development
I think they have covered most bases
No.

Strongly support

Fishing and casual walks. Spotting dolphins.

If it's not prohibitively expensive, more lower
platforms for fishing would be good. I've lost a few
good squid due to the height above water...

Strongly support
Strongly support

No.

Lighting, rod racks

Add a fish cleaning station with pumped sea water
and bright lighting for the station. Plus a Sammy
the Seal mural or statue in the water. I loved
feeding that seal when he/she was alive!

Strongly support

Well, it has everything you could ask for! And the construction looks like it will be easy to maintain.

I loved fishing off it. I also loved walking all the way to the
end and taking a lot of photographs. And sometimes just
sitting back in a deck chair and catching a few rays of
sunshine. There was one time that myself and my
daughter went fishing right off the end and a blinding rain
storm rolled in. Plus harsh side winds! I almost went over.
Great times! My Dad and I had our picture taken by your
local magazine/paper at the time, around 1994?

Strongly support

It looks great!

Nope, Just want a jetty.

Good lighting, a design that will last and facilities
like a fish cleaning area and rod holders.

Strongly support

Great compromise

Strongly support

We just want a jetty back, before our kids are too old. I want a brand new jetty not a refurbished one.

Photos of people walking under it

The fish cleaning table with wash down was
awesome.

A lot of great memories growing up fishing and diving
from jetty.

Dont increase rates to accomodate jetty

Fishing with family

Lower levels for access

Strongly support
Strongly support
Strongly support
Strongly support

I really just want a jetty back to take my young children fishing off
Esperance overdue for a replacement jetty

Draft Concept Design for the Replacement Jetty ‐ Open Ended Responses
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Good cleaning facilities Maybe some wind breaks
at cleaning area and along the Jetty for families to
shelter from summer sebreeze

Strongly support

3 years with out one just need to see a new one It’s a similar size to old one Modern day materials If it’s
cost effective let’s get it built

School Holidys Fishing and Squiding

Strongly support

It looks good and it is time this whole saga is put to bed

No

Strongly support

Appears to retain some of heritage value and is substantial in size and allows for further expansion

Fishing

I think it appears to cater for this

Strongly support

Versatile for numerous activities

Jetty meeting the sand. Not small ramp

Lights for night fishing. Ladders along side every 30
/ 40 meters so you can jump in and rescue kids if
they fall in. Not have to swim to end or beach

The wide section at the end and the awesome diving

Wind breaks/shelters definitely at the end for
fishing and a fully enclosed shark proof swimming
cage for summer time. Lets ,make it a jetty for
everyone!

Strongly support
Strongly support
Strongly support

Great steps forward and retains its historical looks

Strongly support
Fish cleaning station, as the originak had, a
necessity.
Easy to use and functional Design keeps some
elements of the old jetty

Strongly support
Strongly support

Time for Esperance to have a change

Strongly support
Love walking along the jetty watching the sun set and
catching squid!

Would love to see a restaurant at the end of the
jetty or a cafe.
I think it needs the balustrades on both sides to
ensure safety of small children

Strongly support

A lot of thought has gone into the design, looks great!

Strongly support

I think they incorporate the history of the old tanker jetty whilst considering the future users of the new
jetty

Strongly support

It’s time to move forward. The new design respects and honours the past while providing a modern
I think the memories I have are captured in the design
structure that compliments the towns wants and needs. Great job to the shire and the architects. Nailed it! that has been put forward.

Think you have it.

Strongly support

I would like to get the process of having a new jetty going as soon as possible. The current situation is an
eyesore and embarrassment. Let’s move forward.

Only fishing/squiding and Sammy the seal which I’m sure
you’ve covered

Have a fishing table/bench like the last one
had/somewhere to clean and scale fish that are
caught. A tap and hose. Even if it’s not on the jetty
but somewhere close by the entrance to jetty so
that tourists don’t have far to go.

Strongly support

It looks similar to the old jetty, great for fishing and water sports

The casual ambience for fishing and peaceful walking

Fishing, Walking; washing bay

The designs look great, suits a wide range of users and is a positive step forward for the community.

Sammy, fishing, Australia day swim

I like the current proposal. Good lighting, seating,
dive platform looks great as well as the platform at
the end. Shelter at the end of jetty.

Strongly support

As lovely as our old jetty was she is old and certainly needs updating !! We are losing many tourists
without our icon . It is time to move to the future with a new modern jetty 😊👍😊👍

I have many memories from the Tanker Jetty from been
pushed off it from “Toss The Boss” raising money for Give Yes Diving And Fishing And maybe a section with
me 5 for kids, to riding bikes off the end as teenager. To glass maybe to see under the jetty
fishing, wedding photos and many lovely walks

Strongly support

It says everything it needs to about the town and respects the heritage of the old jetty.

Just fishing and eating fish and chips or Beryls eats on
beautiful evenings.

Strongly support
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Lower decks along the side to accommodate divers
and those who get ‘snagged’ when fishing.
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Strongly support

It covers the different desires/needs of the community the design compliments the heritage of the old
tanker jetty

long walks and family fishing

the use of the timbers from the old jetty to do such
things as signage and bench seating

Strongly support

Strongly support

Strongly support

Strongly support
Strongly support
Strongly support

Safe access for families with young children. Ensure
safety first. The original jetty scared me that there
Incorporates history fishing diving swimming with a nod to the original design and timbers now that they
I do not.
were no railings. I wouldn’t let my little ones near it
are past their structural life. Great compromise.
even though I would have loved to experience it
with them.
While ensuring the jetty looks new, at the same
The concept design for the Replacement Jetty incorporates a number of features that would cater to many We would always see people fishing off the jetty, legs
time some wood or wood‐look rails and sleepers
people such as the fishing station, historical section and dive platform. I like that it will take on the same
dangling from the edge. It was always nice to go past and
may make the jetty look as it once did. Incorporate
curved footprint of the old jetty and that it will be longer than the previously proposed length.
see what they were catching.
old and new.
It is the perfect combination of honouring our old beloved jetty and giving the community a new jetty to
heal and move on; the first impression of "heritage" followed by a functional fishing jetty and dive
platform is broad enough in appeal to cover most bases. And importantly, it doesn't increase my rates :‐)
let's get something we can use asap!
All things come to an end. The original jetty has far exceeded its intended life span ‐ let's celebrate that
achievement but move on. Congratulations and thanks to all involved in getting to this point in tough
circumstances

Sammy the seal

rod holders shade seats a mini train :‐)

No answer

Accessibility for all. Diving and fishing activities

Strongly support

Perfect combination of things important to the Esperance community (heritage, recreational, cost)

Sammy the seal

Rod holders. Seats. Shade. Fish and chip van

Strongly support

I think we need to get on with it and it’s a good design

No

Strongly support

Looks good

Family picnics along the jetty whilst fishing

Long enough
Please make it same size (length) as old one as it
was a good walk

Strongly support

The jetty length being longer than proposed previously. The style looks to be keeping with the style of the
original jetty. The wider area at the end of the jetty. The inlaid railway lines. Including wooden elements.

Strongly support

I would like to see people visit and use the new jetty again.
Keep it simple. A traditional style jetty, like what is
already there, incorporating as many existing
materials as possible. Nothing fancy. Perhaps some
sheltered seating.

Strongly support

Strongly support

Strongly support

It seems to have covered all views of the Esperance community, including those who haven't been as
No. other than using the jetty for fishing and walking
I am impressed with the concept design as is
vocal. My son(9) was also looking through the concept design with me and was very enthusiastic about the
along.
fishing and diving platform
I have fond memories of fishing off the Esperance jetty
seating along the jetty, lights and also made safe
I love the look of the concept drawings for the jetty. I think that it is going to suit all those that visit
and I think that the design is covered well in the drawn up
and accessible for people in wheelchairs etc
Esperance and for locals as well
plans

Strongly support

The design will fit into the foreshore redevelopment and is just what the community needs

I already think the dive platform is a great idea

Strongly support

I like the way it incorporates so many elements ‐ the timber part and multiple interpretive spots;
dedicated fishing spot; thoughtful design for divers and best of all, the wider section at the end making
turning around with prams, bikes, wheelchairs possible and spot to sit and comtemplate. Great design!

Being able to scoot about under the jetty... so much fun
when kids were little, definitely the sealion/s.

Strongly support

It has embraced everything that the town has asked for. Simple, with a nice combination of new whilst
recognising the history of the old jetty.

History of Sammy the seal

Strongly support
Strongly support

The old girl is dead, want a new jetty and the plan looks great 👍
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Strongly support

I think it is a great design and will be functional and well used by the local and visitors alike. Please hurry
and get it built and eff the nay sayers. I’m over it.

Strongly support

This is a great design and very similar to the one we had which will please a lot of people

Strongly support
Strongly support
Strongly support

It looks fantastic and we just need to move forward

Strongly support

It is designed for longevity and reflects the design of the old. It will support the activities missed due
demise of the old jetty.

Strongly support

Esperance needs a jetty!

Some see through glass or whatever to be able to
see under the water off the five platform
Just that families are able to gather together and enjoy
fishing just like I did as a kid

Just don't put arched bars over the top..otherwise
everyone will get pooped on by seagulls

Regular ladders down it’s length, a fish‐cleaning
area, regular seating, good lighting
Amazing family time ... 4 generations fishing on our jetty! The history of the jetty, accessibility for everyone!

Strongly support

I like that it encompasses the old and the new, that it is user friendly and it isn't ultra modern so it will not
"date" I think it's a great solution.

Bike racks, lots of kids ride their bikes down to fish.
Some shaded/sheltered area for sun safety. Boat
mooring area at the end to allow small recreational
craft to be tied up and allow
divers/swimmers/spectators the option to hop of
the small water craft. Use the end of the jetty as an
optional cruise boat tender area.

Strongly support

Not really, as they are personal to me not general
memories. At 13 I swam around the jetty as part of "Save
the Jetty" Day. This swim followed a 5km run with SE
Runners that finished at the Jetty. It was a great day
where many community groups got together to
fundraise. I remember crossing into "the dark' water and
panicked bit so I rolled over and did most of the way up in
backstroke. Once I rounded the end to head for shore I
Although I am a supporter of the existing jetty, I do feel it is not able to be saved. The concept design
did more freestyle. When I was almost back to the "clear"
honours "the old girl" while providing Esperance with a replacement that seems functional to
water i glimpsed a seal alongside me, panicked some
requirements and should be less of a maintenance burden into the future. My only dislike to the concept
more and kicked harder than ever. I gave everyone a
is that the "fishing" section should be longer to better replicate the original.
good laugh, especially my parents who walked it with me,
because the seal had been following me the whole way
and I was (thankfully) oblivious. The other recollection i
have isnt so much a memory of mine as it is of my
parents who would tie toddler me to the railings when
they went fishing. We spent many many nights fishing up
there and I am sad my kids havent been able to make the
same memories.

Ive already mentioned length, but I do think this is
a big one. It would be great to have the end at the
extended width and then narrow back to another
fishing section with another wide end.

Strongly support
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I see seating in the pictures, I hope this is included.
Would be nice to sit and admire the view.
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Strongly support

Strongly support
Strongly support
Strongly support
Strongly support

Been waiting for a new jetty for a long time, I miss my lunch time walks on the jetty, this has been going
on for way too long, please just build it :)

Sammy the Seal was the highlight for me, as well as
sitting on a bench at the end of the jetty to meditate

I think the important aspects for me are railings on
both sides and seating at regular intervals (not all
squashed together). Don't know about diving or
fishing. I have mixed feelings about a table to clean
the fish, it attracts Sammy and friends but at the
same time it's really gross :)

Would just love a jetty so my kids can experience a jetty before they grow up
Similar to original
Old jetty well beyond repair and community deserve a modern day equivalent

No I don't need imput

Fishing, walking, diving

No

Think it’s pretty well covered

I can see a lot of thought was put into this design and it will be great for the community

I think solar powered low voltage up light installed
on the jetty will be money well spend, its low
maintenance and also a safety improvement.
Cameras can also run from this solar powered
station to prevent vandalism.

Strongly support

Looks great

Not sure if this is the right spot but here I go.
Rather than remove the existing structure, I would
like to see the whole thing pulled down by 2 tugs
dragging a chain. Most will sink and become a
world class dive site that is full of leafy sea dragons
and cowrie shells. Make it a reserve for divers, ie a
no take zone except by line fishing. It will become a
world renowned attraction. Assign a barge to
patrol the area to pick up any floating bits. This will
be much cheaper than existing proposed
demolition options but provide immense lasting
benefits. I think however the shire will reject this
solution out of hand due to fear of litigation. It is
time the council stood up, took a risk and behaved
true to our slogan, "We make it happen."

Strongly support

There has been to much indision on this. Trust the experts to do their job

Strongly support

1. Stepping of the ladder into the ocean for my first scuba
diving experience in free water in my life. On the 3 day
dive course I did with Lesley Hudson when I first got to
I like the decent length of 400 metres. I like it is in A B C D conceptual segments encapsulating the old and
town 20 odd years ago. Taking my children fishing for the
the new. recreational aspects with the Diving and Fishing. The dual level of the jetty and the dive platform.
first time as little kids. It was a safe spot to allow them to
giving the community the ability to maximise their Jetty experience. modern engineering and construction
simply drop a line down into the water. the wind blew up
to take it into the future for the Esperance community.
and swept my daughters Barbie hat off. she still reminds
me of that moment. She is now 19. the memories burnt
into the towns children & adults.

Strongly support

Reflects the history and heritage of the tanker jetty while creating a new resource for locals and tourists in
a way that compliments the foreshore

Strongly support

Draft Concept Design for the Replacement Jetty ‐ Open Ended Responses

Art and design as well as the practical ‐ of
accessibility. Space Width Length‐ maximising for
biggest bang for the buck and make it comfortable
for loads of people to utilise it at the same time.
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Strongly support
Strongly support
Strongly support
Strongly support

We need to move on with this issue. The old jetty is falling apart and the longer we sit and argue and
debate this issue the town is without one of its major attractions. Regardless of who is at fault regards the
No just get on with the project.
maintenance over the past 80 years its time to move on. I am not personally fussed about the design I just
want a jetty in the town for al to enjoy.
Looks good. I just want you to get on with it
No. Memories are mainly based about being on it.
Capture some of the original uses of the jetty in dislplays
It captures the heritage of the original jetty and the form and functionality of a contemporary design
among the jetty. Perhaps historic photographs, some of
which should last and require less maintenance
the equipment used etc
Best outcome for the township

Strongly support

Add a 200m enclosed lap pool along side it for
ocean swimmers can use with sharks being an
issue.
Easy access to water, fish cleaning
Good lighting Shelter/shade Benches and seats
with roof

Keep non ratepayers and welfare cheats off it
Ladders as proposed and the diving platform is a
great idea. I also like the idea of the little sheds at
the end

Strongly support

The concept design will look more like the original jetty than the current one does! The train lines being
placed back in (although flat) will make a big visual statement

Not really, just the kids fishing & the squid stains are all
that I recall strongly

Strongly support

Because the time has come to move forward and this concept looks functional considering the allocated
budget.

Rubbish disposal. Fish cleaning facilities.
So many memories. None in particular. Beryls Eats was an
Appropriate lighting. Will power be available for
icon for many years.
various functions that may occur?

Strongly support

Meets the current wants of the community nity as expressed via innumerable social media whines over
the past few years.

No

Move it to James St.
I believe the concept design has taken most of the
demands and expectations into account. Listed
below are perhaps few considerations that may
not have been taken into account: 1. Appropriate
lighting using reusable energy source such as wind
or solar. 2. Fish clean down stations. 3.
Incorporation of the existing facilities in and
around the entrance to the jetty to provide a
seamless transition between the land and the sea.

Strongly support

It incorporates some of the old with some of the new and strikes a sensible and attractive balance
between the two. Although slightly shorter than the current jetty it but despite this provides recreational
opportunities for a range of activities and user groups.

Strongly support

We have been waiting to long for something to be done so shire should just make a choice and go ahead
with it

No

New jetty looks good

Strongly support

Because we need it to go ahead

Lower platform. Good to go for a walk, talk and fish

Lighting, cleaning fish area, position of dive
platform

Strongly support

Ease of maintenance. Simple layout. suits surrounding area

Squidding off it 30 odd years ago. Jumping off it on
pushbikes with rope tied to the bike for retrieval

All looks good

Strongly support

It’s time for a new jetty that we can afford as a small remote town

Make sure it’s industrial beginnings are noted Sammy the Fish cleaning Seating Use the old timber in as
seal & his successors
many places as you can

Strongly support

The concept design will achieve an affordable jetty for the future while recognising the the past.

Fishing is very important.

in‐built rod holders along both sides would be
great. These could be precast into the concrete
deck. seating without back would be good so that
you can fish from one side or side facing the other
side. access to water along the jetty would be
good. length scales could also be inlaid so you can
measure your catch

Strongly support

The existing jetty is way too long, this is a good length. Love the idea of a dive platform. Just want to see
something happen

That this is where my daughter learnt to cast a rod and
fish

Maybe some shelter from sun, rain, wind, yet not
critical

Draft Concept Design for the Replacement Jetty ‐ Open Ended Responses
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Strongly support

Has a combination of the history of the jetty by retaining the initial section in the style of the original as
well as modernising so that it fits with the foreshore upgrade. The footprint remains the same. Materials
will be longer lasting with what seems like easier maintenance ‐ possibly more cost efficient?

I think that the recreational aspect of the Jetty is
hugely important. For many it is the only way that
they can dive and fish offshore. This also has a
flow‐on effect for the business operators (food
vans) that are based at the jetty. The historical
aspects are also important, such as the photo
boards that were done for the various
shelters/toilets along the foreshore. However,
these boards should be done using Perspex or
something similar so that it they are
Most of my memories are to do with fishing and just
being out over the deep water as a child. The new design damaged/vandalised, there isn't the danger of
glass going into the ocean. Perhaps multiple copies
seems a lot safer than the jetty back in those days with
the guard rails down both sides. Also being able to view could be purchased so that if damage does occur,
then the panels will match when replaced (unlike
town from the jetty is a fond childhood memory.
the Daw photo on the Jetty toilet block). It would
also be good if the cruise ship transfer boat could
berth at the jetty as this would be a much more
pleasant arrival than the port. Maybe there could
be a berth closer to shore in the event of bad
weather. All councillors in the last election
mentioned that more needed to be done to cater
to tourism so this could be one aspect of this
election promise.

Strongly support

Want a jetty

No

Strongly support

I feel the concept plan covers most of the reasons why people utilise the jetty. Love the way that the
original design has been honoured

Catching my first fish and my kids catching their first fish
from the jetty

Build the jetty as long as possible

Fishing memories

Strongly support
Strongly support

No

Maybe consider having a ready go design to add
fenders to the end section lower platform. You
never know, it would make a beautiful departure
point for a glass bottom boat tour. Carefully select
the bins ‐ waste disposal points. Carefully consider
the life ring design. Deck lights may look really
attractive ‐ relatively cheap to make the jetty a
night feature Could teh end be a safe launch area
for future fire works?

It ticks all the boxes. Classy, functional, respectful and practical.

The goods sheds and original infrastructure. The original
cast iron ships bollards, rail, steam crane etc.

Shelter from the weather. Safe all weather diving
and fishing areas. Good lighting.

I think it reflects the old jetty well and provides what the community needs

I have dived under the jetty quite allot. The under the
deck node is great.

Being involved in the artificial reef project
currently, including some modules similar to those
around the jetty would improve the fishing and
diving.

Strongly support

Strongly support

Fish cleaning should be at end of jetty
Is there scope to increase the length of the jetty.
Can there be an area where cruise ship tenders can
drop off
Easy access, wash down bay out further

Strongly support
Strongly support

Draft Concept Design for the Replacement Jetty ‐ Open Ended Responses
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Strongly support

Fish cleaning facilities, enough width for bicycles &
pedestrians, safety ladders, diving platforms.

Esperance needs a jetty!

Strongly support
boat tie up area rod holders coin or token operated
telescopes fish cleaning station water for cleaning
fish

Strongly support
Strongly support
Strongly support
Strongly support

Sick of waiting for a jetty, old jetty needs to go.

Strongly support

It seems to address the concerns of and meet the expectations of most people in Esperance. I strongly
believe that re‐building or repairing is not a viable solution.

Strongly support

Because it’s got old and new

Pensioners able to easy walk the length.
I like the plan as it is. I do not think a building at the
end is a good idea as it will be subject to discussed
rubbish and probably used as a toilet. A more open
shelter like some I have seen on jetties in SA would
be a good idea. The only criticism I have is that I
have seen many jetties with similar interpretation
My best memories are of fishing with family or friends on
and structures around Australia. I would like to see
a perfect evening and witnessing other people (especially
something included that is unique or iconic, to
children) doing the same . Being able to see the stars and
further 'badge' Esperance. The whaletail is a
enjoy the fishing with sufficient backlighting to see my
landmark that is unique to Esperance as are the
surroundings and the ocean.
foreshore bronze artworks, although there should
be two or three more of those. Maybe a significant
artwork or really unusua land artistic shelter
design? I assume that a permanent underwater
viewer is impractical. Continual cleaning would be
required.
Good ladder accèses the jetty to swim from .
Just get on with it so our grandchildren can forge
memories on a hefty like we did. They gave not been abl
e to do this with the rotting like that is on the bay!

Disabled access Sufficient lighting Multiple fish
cleaning stations with either running water orca
bucket on rop e like the old betty had

Strongly support

Looks amazing!

Strongly support

Waste of time to rebuild, too costly
Fishing as kids
Design complements the original jetty and provides practical function for public use. ie diving platform and
fishing areas.

No answer
Ensure there are adequate breaks in the railing to
accommodate fishing.

Strongly support
Strongly support
Strongly support
Strongly support

Meets rhe community needs.
I just want the community to move foward so we can enjoy a jetty again.
Because it look like the old one love the driving platform and it can be made bigger later on

Fishing
No

Seating and shade
Looks like most of it is covered in the design

Strongly support

I believe you are respecting the history of the old jetty plus incorporating new innovative ideas

No

Seating scattered throughout the length of the
jetty, otherwise I think you’ve covered a lot

Strongly support

Draft Concept Design for the Replacement Jetty ‐ Open Ended Responses
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Strongly support

It has something for everyone. Not just for fishing. The dive platform is an excellent idea (although I
personally do not dive). It shows that it is possible to move forward and still have the historical value. This
jetty design is for more than one group of people.

Not really. It was always a good wander on a nice day.
The few times I did go fishing off it was fun.

Maybe in the future look at using the rail way line
that is going to be inlaid on the jetty (so it is more
in line with the historical usage of the original jetty)
for a mini train ride. Somehow have a viewing area
where you can see the underwater action without
actually getting in the water.

n/a

plenty of seating
Cost
Strategic use of old jetty in design
Glass deck that you can under water ‐ like a glass
bottom boat, especially with old pylons
Inclusiveness‐ not everyone is able.

Strongly support
Strongly support
Strongly support
Strongly support

We need to move on without it costing a fortune
Design in keeping with old jetty

No, just a jetty we can walk on and fish off
Learning to swim

Strongly support

Because it looks like the old one

No answer

Strongly support
Strongly support

It caters for recreational activities and remembers the past

No

Ensure the ability for gophers to access safely ‐
both for gopher users and pedestrians. Not a huge
fan of rod holders, as people should just be able to
hold their own fishing rods, otherwise people will
overfish / take over the area with their rods. Dive
platform at end is a great idea, along with the jetty
dive trail.

Strongly support

The concept designs acknowledge and uses the history of the old, while giving us a long‐lasting jetty to
enjoy into the future.

Sammy the Seal who used to live at the jetty.

Strongly support

You have tried to keep with the original design but also thought contemporary

My brother spent his youth squidding for pocket money ‐
my dad loved to fish off it

Strongly support

it seems to me that a lot of effort has been put in to accommodate all the various user groups and the
various community members who take pleasure in whinging about the shire never accommodating them

N/a

Strongly support

It’s a beautiful design, thoughtful and forward thinking

No

Strongly support

The design of the new jetty will meet the wants and needs of so many people that use it. The new design
incorporates the heritage values of the jetty together with a great modern design.

Strongly support

It incorporates all users

Strongly support

It will add to the aesthetic while still keeping wildlife safe

Walking and fishing with my kids

Nothing it looks to include disability access
It needs to accommodation for diving and fishing;
be wheelchair and pram friendly; good lighting and
seating along the jetty.
Viewing area would be great to see the marine life
on the pylons below maybe
I like how it is

Strongly support

Because fresh, new, modern but incorporates old parts of the jetty in a sustainable way

No answer

Safe fishing at night, tie on spots and good lighting.

Strongly support

I love the different sections, especially the historical section

Beryl's eats and eating hot chips while fishing on jetty

Strongly support

It looks good and will be there for my grandkids to enjoy. I like all three sections

Draft Concept Design for the Replacement Jetty ‐ Open Ended Responses

i like the idea of fishing rod holders and definitely
some shade shelters. something reflecting the
esperance coast line in colour and design

Don't put anything up high, the last design had
metal poles art which is a waste of money and gets
fish lines tangled
Length is important to so many, don’t overspend
on the first & last sections ‐ they add value but to
make them longer will have a poor impact on the
rest. If money permits go longer if not you’ve got it
just right
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I think it needs to accommodate activities like
fishing and diving. Somewhere for people to sit,
relax and reflect whilst incorporating the history of
what was so the history can be shared by all who
use it.

Strongly support

I think it is a good combination of honoring the old jetty but giving a new one its own identity. Provides
fishing, relaxing and sightseeing for all ages within our community.

No

Strongly support

Time to move forward this represents the past and future

As long as you represent the original intent of the jetty in
I think the design has it pretty well covered
the nodes and out traditional landowners and first settlers
It's so important that it is fishing friendly and that
there are places where people can sit that are
sheltered from the cold and strong South Easterly
winds (our predominate summer wind). I love the
idea of lighting for special occasions. Use old jetty
timber where ever possible in places that people
see and touch. Timber brings warmth and
character to any design. Wide imber kick rails
(that's not the right term) would be great. I have
seen them on a jetty where they were wide
enough to sit comfortably on to hang legs over the
edge. The divers jetty and connection to the
existing dive trail is very important. Please save as
much of the old piles in situ as possible, such
important marine environment.

Strongly support

It is the right balance between respect for the heritage, modern day function and affordability. The design
n/a
is very evocative of the Tanker Jetty but not a reproduction which I don't believe would be appropriate

Strongly support

I am ready for new Jetty like two years ago!!!

Strongly support

Sick of people in this town on and on about the old Jetty I just need the new one!!

Strongly support

Really like the design but also want it ASAP

Strongly support

The project has been going on way too long. These designs reflect the old and the new and this is a great
Catching squid Walking out to the end to go scuba diving
step forward. You are never going to please everyone, this looks practical and reflective of what is needed out to the pontoon

Strongly support

Yes, when I came to Esperance from the UK, I loved
It is time to move forward and it certainly ticks all the boxes! Bring it on! Well done to the Shire, patience nothing better then being able to catch herring and squid
Good access and good lighting/signage
from the jetty..... something that I have never done in
is a virtue!
England and was the start of something new for me!

Strongly support

Great combination of retaining the history and providing enjoyment for a variety of hobbies/interests.

Strongly support

It is time to move forward. The concept designs for the replacement jetty have something for everyone.

Strongly support
Strongly support

No.
Just have the water and where I can clean the fish
and hand when it done, I will be happy 😃
Loved to walk in the jetty with a coffee cat in hand

The 10 suggestions on the draft design are very good

We regularly walked and rode the jetty as teenagers,
It’s practical, ties some of the old with some of the new but mostly just because it’s a jetty and it’s moving
diving from the platform near the end then taking our
forward!!
own kids fishing.
I think it has taken into account all the functions that are required for the jetty as well as acknowledging
No
the history of the former structure.

Draft Concept Design for the Replacement Jetty ‐ Open Ended Responses

Happy with what ever we get. Lucky to be getting
anything after the disgraceful carry on from certain
people in our community.
Lighting Fish cleaning Easy access to dive platform

Rubbish bins?

A dedicated walk/run/cycle lane to not annoy the
fisher people would be awesome
I think it is fine as it is.
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Strongly support

Lights along the Jetty for night use and perhaps
wind and rain ptotection area..nice to stand out of
the wind to admire the views

Plan appears to look good and consideration for swimmers fisherman and tourist is covered.

Strongly support

I just want a jetty that looks good and can be used by everybody. This is long overdue!!

Ive grown up walking/fishing on the jetty and have alot of
memories and we all need to have a space where this can
None ...happy with what is proposed
still be done...without costing people money to have fun
and make memories

Strongly support

It looks great, and just get it built.

Scuba diving on the jetty, finding tiny spindle cowrie
Balustrade on one side only, to make it easier for
shells on the sponges. Collecting them, and keeping them fishing. Please keep some of the old pylons in the
safe inside my dive glove.
water, so the underwater life is retained.

Strongly support

Kids safety

Strongly support

Love the design and i am eager to see the town moving forward with a new jetty in mind.

No

Seating for those that want to take in the views.

Strongly support
Strongly support

Looks great

Just using some timbers from original jetty

Diving platform and glass bottom viewing
Making sure it is wide enough to cater for
everyone .

Strongly support
Strongly support
Strongly support

We just want a jetty back

Strongly support

It looks great and I think we need it ASAP

Strongly support

I don't believe it is viable to fix the old jetty and it would be great to have a jetty. The design looks great!

I remember diving from the platform on one side and
fishing on the other side

Not too modern looking

Not personally

Include as much recycle timber in art form /
sculptures may ask different community groups ,
schools to get involved. The aboriginal community
should be involved in telling their stories about the
jetty. They have carving skills that could be
incorporated in some of the recycled timber. Could
be great to ensure people who are visually
impaired could read some signage and ensure their
safety on the deck.

Strongly support

It has strong connections with old one, serve new purpose tourism, fishing. Old jetty past its use by date
and too damaged by elements to extend its life

Strongly support

It includes all the elements that are required, it is beautiful incorporating old and new

Strongly support

It has a variety of uses to suit the Esperance community and embraces the heritage of the old jetty

I think the historic aspects should be a focus, in keeping
with the already established style of the foreshore area.

I was definitely against the new bridge but now have had a huge change of mind, well done guys

My grandfather helped build the jetty the year that my
father, his son, was born. Good old Stewart family

Maybe more seats

Like new concept with section like original

People’s use,fishing and diving as well

Old timber in art form, disabled access, fishing
chart, fishing etiquette info,

Strongly support
Strongly support
Strongly support

Draft Concept Design for the Replacement Jetty ‐ Open Ended Responses
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Strongly support

It is attractive, functional, pays respect to the past and gives us a great facility long into the future. Better
in every way‐ just do it!

Strongly support

The design satisfied the requirements.

Strongly support

It is sympathetic to the old jetty, bad adds some great features!!! MUCH better than the previous version
put forward.........

Strongly support
Strongly support

It looks so much like the old jetty

Strongly support

It encompasses some historical elements

The old jetty had long sections without rail or with
the rail set back so fisherman could sit right on the
edge. I think incorporating this feature would be
appreciated by fishers. Don’t let the health and
safety brigade ruin functionality!
Sammy the sea lion.
Not really ‐ I've only been in the town for 22 years. I've
enjoyed some wonderful walks, and great fishing time,
but that's about it.
n/a

Strongly support

The concept looks great, incorporates nodes displaying the history of the jetty, caters to many different
type user groups and would last much longer than fixing the current structure.

NoIt

Strongly support

Born and bred in Esperance, the jetties were part of our heritage. The jetty should be retained in the
concept form as a recreation/tourism precinct

Diving

Strongly support

It represents what the community wants and needs, including general use and fishing.

Strongly support

It represents the past and the future.

Strongly support
Strongly support
Strongly support
Strongly support
Strongly support

It incorporates old with the new. And hopefully built to last so there is minimum upkeep in the future.
Look forward to moving forward and having a jetty. It would be wonderful if we could keep the old jetty
but common sense prevails.
It’s time for a modern jetty. No use patching up old one all the time
Simple, straight forward and doable.
looks appealing, caters all needs

Draft Concept Design for the Replacement Jetty ‐ Open Ended Responses

n/a

I would like an area close to shore for boat to tie
up short term (5 ‐ 10 minutes max) so the boating
community has access to the food vendors in the
All appear to have been catered for. I especially like the
widened section, making reference to the original loading area. This could be in the form of a small landing
area on the jetty or immediately adjacent to it.
facilities.
Obviously, safety and marine regulations would be
major considerations with this.

On the face of it, it appears that most of the interested parties opinions have been listened to and
attempts have been made to accommodate their wishes. The overall length is good and all appears to
have been well considered.

Strongly support

Maybe some reference to the days when ships
moored at the Tanker Jetty.

A viewing tank at the far end so everyone can see
beneath the waves

Strongly support

The plans appear to be giving us a jetty that will meet the needs of the community while also
acknowledging the old jetty and what it represents.

Plenty of seating.

Definitely the history of the jetty from being built and
why and who built it.
Sammy the seal

It seems most of the things required are catered
for in the proposed design, but maybe some wind
shelters at the nodes for the predominant easterly
winds.
The existing concrete deck should be placed on the
ocean floor adjacent the concept jetty to form an
artificial reef/fish habitat
Access and safety will be important for the tourist
who will visit.
Less concrete more wood

Yes, As the jetty in recent history has been a recreational
facility I have many memories of our family fishing trips
out on the jetty.

Good lighting for fishing at night. Some taps on the
jetty for washing hands, fish ect. Larger steps on
the stairs to make it easier for divers to carry
equipment down to the water. maximise fishing
access ( ability to get around the balustrade to
stand or sit on the edge of the jetty).

No

Weather shelter near the end

no

may be areas of seating for the fisherman
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Strongly support

Strongly support

Not really. Having grown grown up in the area and school
at the hostel high school all the jetty’s have been part of
Happy with the design for me but some others
I think it has all concepts catered for. Fishing, diving, walking, swimming? Better than current one even did my life. The old one at the Pier hotel was a must for
have noted some sensible ideas.
diving and swimming in the 70’s. As the design shows
when safe
most recreational activities are catered for. You won’t
please everyone!!
This is a design that reflects the old jetty as much as possible.
No
Shade shelters.

Strongly support

must have links to the jetty's past , fishing will take
its time to look forward and stop living in the past, yes use the old timber to enhance the new structure so a walk on the old jetty for locals and tourists was always a
place all along the new structure , diving
as the past is recognised.
nice outing also fishing / squidding was always popular.
/swimming platform would be advantageous

Strongly support

It incorporates historical elements while providing a long term solution for all ages.

No, however I believe it should be as close to the current
footprint as possible.

To accomodate leisure activities.

Strongly support

Good length. Simple, classic design. Incorporates the history of the original jetty. Caters for multiple uses.
Fireworks on the wide platform?

Photos of past history. Ships berthing, railway trolleys,
fuel boats unloading.

Plenty of seating the full length. Fish cleaning
tables in the fishing section... not near the beach.
Emergency ses communication near dive platform.

Strongly support

it answers all aspects of what people have been asking with in the jetty

no

possible incorporate underwater observatory for
those that don't/ cannot dive , if required extend
out 100 mtrs

Strongly support

I'm impressed with how the design addresses so many aspects ‐ historical significance, tourist attraction,
recreational facility etc. In particular I'm super happy to see timber being used for the decking, albeit that
it is only the first 250m.

The efforts of the Save the Tanker Jetty group ‐ albeit I
appreciate that there are plans for something similar on
the headland.

Lighting will be a significant factor.

No

A new jetty will never have the length of the old
one. What is important is to have several wide
places for activities to happen. Fish cleaning
doesn't need to happen near the shore but should
be catered for.

Strongly support

Sensible solution

Strongly support
Strongly support

Simple design that caters for most peoples needs. Not dissimilar to the original.
Looks good. More solid than the existing jetty.

Strongly support

We appreciate that the draft concept design replacement jetty as pictured is to our understanding a
seriously practical attempt to gain the best mix of history, modern materials and practical use

The tanker jetty was and we hope that the replacement
jetty will be a centre point and focus for the community
of Esperance, visitors and tourists alike

LED lighting, possibly solar powered, to enable
locals and visitors to enjoy the advantages of the
jetty after dark

Strongly support
Strongly support
Strongly support

Modern in keeping with tradition
It's a part of our town
I like it

No answer
Taking my children fishing there
Platform at the end

Just get it done
Lighting, seating, diving point
Seats

Strongly support

It has something for everyone. It tells the historical story of the jetty and provides a modern sustainable
asset for multi generational use. History and the past reflected are in the sections of the structure, as well
as an ability for recreational fishing, walking, and education through the historical interpretation nodes.
Well done.

None in particular other than the incredible angst the
jetty has caused in the community since it was closed in
November 2015. This has been felt by people whichever
side of the replace versus restore argument they sat on.

Looks good to me as is.

Strongly support

Will look good and still retain a bit of the look and feel of our old beauty

Strongly support

Strongly support

Evening walks and watching ships being loaded.
Yes if it was a nice night My husband and I would take a
Because it looks great and it's well over due
lovely walk to the end and back catching up with
As long Jetty i don't mind
whomever we new.
I used to fish on the jetty with my parents at a very young
I like the way the design is now. I think it works
I think that the design ticks all the boxes for what the Esp community have asked for. Fishing, recreational, age. It was exciting for us kids as being from the
Goldfields we used to love the cool breeze and playing
well as is. Others may have more ideas.
heritage, diving and I really like the acknowledgement to the old jetty.
with other kids.

Draft Concept Design for the Replacement Jetty ‐ Open Ended Responses
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Strongly support
Strongly support

Inclusive of all areas of concern. Allows for everyone to have their wishes met, i.e. retain heritage design,
cater for fishing and also divers
I think it has a very good mix of all the elements that are important to the public, some heritage, some
fishing and leisure as in diving and a very nice visual.

No, only the family interaction that was always visible,
young and old enjoying time together

Fish cleaning area segregated. Ensure it is clear
down the middle for easy access

No

Enough seating and a possible shaded area

Strongly support

Because it caters for all ages and activities ‐ fishing, walking, scuba diving, swimming. It's well designed
and I like that it has included historical parts of the old tanker jetty

No answer

Safety ‐ life saving belts, emergency phone
numbers, good lighting (solar powered), cameras
to deter vandalising/graffiti. Bike rack for cyclists
who enjoy a ride out to the head of the jetty

Strongly support

Old timber jetty rotten, need new modern jetty for next generation

School swimming carnivals in the late 60s

I'll leave it to the expert designers. Anything will
suit as it will be a brand new jetty

Strongly support
Strongly support

it looks beautiful. It is linking the old with the new, is catering for all, walking, fishing, diving and just
looking. also the wider end may be suitable for small activities. I think you have been very respectful of
those that did not agree and have recognised that we all need to be heard.

Strongly support

It addresses all the concerns of the community, ie acknowledges the heritage issues as well as catering to
recreational fishing & diving activities for our locals & tourists alike.
Excellent compromise of heritage, social, recreational and financial concerns

Strongly support

We just need to get on with a replacement.

Just walking along it chatting to the fishermen and other
walkers, community members.

Strongly support

We just want a decent jetty. I think this design is pretty good and much better than the last. I love it.

We just used to love fishing and walking out along the
jetty to take photos of our beautiful town. The water is so A hose or water access to clean up your mess after
clear most of the time and we can see the life under the cleaning fish and squid.
water. I think the design includes most things needed.

Strongly support
Strongly support

Looks very practical
Esperance we need a new jetty & it will look fantastic!!

Strongly support

The new plan looks great.Love the diving platform,also it's been way to long without a jetty

Strongly support

Strongly support

Strongly support
Strongly support
Strongly support

Special memory ‐ the statue of Sammy the Seal was
always a delight to see.
Definitely ballustrading, ladders and maybe a lower
landing.

Cost effective
Definitely need somewhere to clean fish also
seating maybe made out of the jetty wood

Not anything specific, I was in my 30’s when we moved
here. My children loved going down for either a fish or
I believe you have captured everything here, love the inclusion of old jetty timbers. Diving & fishing decks,
walk. My Mother in law loved going & sitting in the car
information nodes etc Can’t wait to see it come to fruition
park (unable to walk) have a feed of fish & chips & just
watch
I have great faith in the Shire that I helped to elect. So far all that they have done has improved the
No
Esperance environment
I believe the design will cater for everyone's needs.
Think it has incorporated the old and the new.

I believe you have already captured these in your
draft. Plenty of seating above for the elderly

Personally, not that I can think of

If the low level dive platform could be lighted like
the jetty decking then some of the fishing
fraternity could use the dive platform at night.

Strongly support

We appreciate that this concept design replacement jetty offers more similarity to the tanker jetty than
other suggested possibilities.

While fishing on the tanker jetty we experienced a
mateship with others, offering bait, advice or even help
to repair tackle

Strongly support

It seems to have captured something for everyone to appease the most critical complaints

No answer

Strongly support

Fix it, soon as possible

Walking, diving on jetty

Keep it pleasing to the eye but more practically
simple for users
No answer

Strongly support

Tourist attraction. Icon for Esperance. As soon as possible.

Miss Sammy the seal

Fishing. Seating for strolling on the beach. Tourists

how far out it went

longer for fishing

Strongly support
Draft Concept Design for the Replacement Jetty ‐ Open Ended Responses
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Strongly support

Having both historical and modern concepts in the design good choice

No

Strongly support

Get it done

NO

Have fishing platforms that can rise and fall with
tides to make it easier to land 🐟
No answer

Strongly support

Current jetty is past use by date. Just build it ‐ new one

Swimming carnivals. Using Mr Don McKenzie's boat

Safe fishing and walking along jetty ‐ good railing

Strongly support

Need somewhere to fish, also the tourist attraction to Esperance

The beauty of a jetty in its original form

Strongly support

Looks good and will do what i want.

No

Utilising original timber for making benches
The platform for getting into the water is a good
feature.

It meets the needs of a town recreational jetty and as a new structure will look clean, modern and fresh
and have no maintenence issues for some long time.
I Think it covers all aspects of peoples needs it is going to be a showpiece
No answer

The jetty was previously used as a fishing facility and I
think this new design facilitates that use.
no
No answer

Strongly support
Strongly support
Strongly support
Strongly support

No suggestions
Looks like it is all covered
No answer

Even though we have strong sentimental attachment to the jetty, always spending holidays here from the
1940s, and now residents of the town, it is time to move on and build a new structure.

Strongly support
Strongly support

Because our town needs a new jetty

No

I believe that in this day and age there should be
better decking material than concrete

Strongly support
Strongly support

Strongly support
Strongly support

too much time has been wasted arguing between restoration and replacement when it is obvious the jetty
no
is past its use by date.
Because this saga has been going on for too long, thanks to the loony fringe.
About time all looks fantastic
Nil

Strongly support

New jetty would be better than none at all

Strongly support

Steel or concrete is more durable and economic

Strongly support

It looks like a simple practical solution. Let's just get on with it

Strongly support

Esperance needs the jetty for the town, for tourists and recreational fishing

Strongly support

We need a jetty for the town ‐ locals and tourists

Strongly support

I hope this design will satisfy and unite all of the jetty vocal groups, environmental authorities and those of
No
us in the silent majority who look forward to a new era for a jetty all Esperance can be proud of.

Strongly support

I feel the concept design is well thought out and reflects the original structure and fulfilling the needs of
future users. Another 50‐100m would have been perfect

Strongly support

I think the pictures of the jetty as per your draft
It looks good. I am opposed to retaining the old jetty but because of the sentiments of some of our
I have no historic memories of the jetty and think that
concept is just wonderful. Once the structure has
people's feelings as regards the heritage of the jetty then let's all compromise a little and have the historic
your ideas of interpretive nodes from 1 ‐ 10 is a great idea been built then maybe a few extra handrails etc.
section included and get on with the job
lighting, etc can be added if needed

Strongly support

It's time for action ‐ the silent majority feel that way

Strongly support

Draft Concept Design for the Replacement Jetty ‐ Open Ended Responses

No

more seating at intervals along the whole jetty
adequate lighting

Maintenance free. Malboard, plastic wood grain
decking

Light rail car with video explanations solar powered,
Light rail car computer controlled
accredited volunteer drivers
No
No answer
The old jetties had landings close to the water that
smaller boats could pick up people from. Good for fishing No answer
off too.
Maybe put the swimming platform/access closer to
No, not to hand
the shore

Perhaps research the names of those intrepid waterside
workers who moored and unloaded the boats which
called here collecting grain and fuel boats unloading

Learnt to fish on the old jetty, taught my children and
grandchildren to fish on the new jetty

Bench style seating away from the jetty fishing
area. Overhead lighting for safer nigh use. Maybe
a kiosk for light refreshments at the end of the jetty
Not seeing any weather shelters to provide respite
from rain showers

Looks good. Get on with building it ‐ no more
talking ‐ do it
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Strongly support
Strongly support

All good, let's go
No answer

Get on with it
No answer

No answer
No answer

Strongly support

It has been a long time coming, a lot of money wasted in the process but finally some action! Now let’s
just get on with it and begin construction.

No. Alas I am terrified of walking on jetties, but look
forward to seeing this become a reality finally.

Hand rails, plenty of seating, wheelchair friendly
and of course cleaning tables.

Strongly support

The architect seems to have incorporated some of the features of the original jetty into a modern concept.

People walking and fishing on the jetty ‐ which have been
Not sure.
planned for in this design.

Strongly support
Strongly support
Strongly support
Strongly support
Strongly support
Strongly support
Strongly support
Strongly support
Strongly support

Strongly support

Strongly support

Strongly support
Strongly support
Strongly support
Strongly support
Strongly support
Strongly support
Strongly support

Do not care what sort of jetty replaces the old one but feel it is important to have a jetty, particularly want
No answer
to sett the old jetty timber put to good use in the community
I think it will be so good to see the old tanker jetty
No answer
standing out in her glory again
No answer
No answer

No answer
No answer
No answer

It looks much like the original and does the job.
Needs a new jetty for fishing
Happy with the design and would like the project to proceed ASAP, good fir the town

Diving, kids love to dive

No answer

Think it will be great for the town.

Gishong from the jetty as a kid

Sufficient lighting so you can fish at night. Railings.

The designers have tried to encompass all different views of the community in a sensitive and aesthetic
way with this concept. Thank you.

The great friendly atmosphere on warm summer
evenings among the fishers and the public. Public/tourists The railings need to be considered because they
going for walks and engaging fishers to see what they had could hinder fishers from being able to cast.
caught. Just lovely.

Because it aims to provide for a range of opinions and things need to move so that we can have a jetty.
Enough time and money spent trying to get a compromise!

Just get on and build it. Everyone will never be
happy and some are determined to be extremist
Childhood summers spent fishing off it and catching many
and obstructive. They will never be placated
mackeral to feed everyone.The interesting older people
whatever is done and it's time to see them off.
of the time in Esperance who were great characters.
Perhaps it is true that they have served a purpose
but that time is well over.

Enough of Esp RP crap
It answers all the needs of the public
Because it looks beautiful
As a regular walker on the jetty before it was closed I would love to walk along a jetty before I either can't
walk or pass on. Please just build us a jetty.
The plans look good to me, please get on with it.
I'm sick of all the delay and arguments among the vocal minority. I think it's obvious the old jetty is past its
day & we should start a new one ASAP.

No answer
No answer
No just that I miss it so much, we always used it

No answer
Incorporating some of the old timber
No answer

No answer

No answer

No
No, sorry. I am too old to deal successfully with modern
technology.
Going down to the jetty with my family and getting a
Because getting a new jetty with bring more people to town and will be a very good thing for the town and
drink from the coffee cat, going for a walk on the jetty
the community.
and seeing sammy the seal.

Strongly support

Draft Concept Design for the Replacement Jetty ‐ Open Ended Responses

i caught my frist shark and squid on that jetty

No answer
I'll leave all that to the experts.
Make the jetty to all people of all ages and people
in the community.
it would be nice to walk up there in the ufernoon
and at night you can go for a fish without your
parents stress if your ok
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I think you need to reconsider how and what your
going to use to make the jetty, and make sure that
its safer and stronger than the one before. You
should definitely put railing on the side and
possibly a fence on the lower part of the railing so
that no little kids or anyone else can slip and fall off
the jetty.

Strongly support

Because it looks much stronger and safer than the old jetty and as I loved the jetty I would love to have a
new one that is safer.

Fishing was a big part of my family's life and and I would
love to make some more memories with my grand
parents before they go.

Strongly support

it is an efficient and pleasing concept

many families love to get some takeaway and sit on the
benches to clean the fish etc
jetty. it would be good to have a nice seating area for this

Strongly support

We need a new jetty

I just want one we can use again

Suitable for everyone. Activities at the end of the
jetty like stalls etc

Strongly support

Strongly support

The design incorporates the heritage of the original and is a simple and functional design. It has a dive
platform which allows more recreational use nd the track embedded into the design looks good. The wide No. What has been proposed is fine for me.
end of the jetty allows for more social use and lets people other then fishers to enjoy the jetty.

Strongly support

Love the design and want a replacement ASAP so we can start enjoying it

Strongly support

I like how it incorporates aspects of the old jetty but also has new bonuses.

Strongly support

It would be great to have a jetty we can use. Great job

Strongly support

Good length (nearly as long as pre‐existing jetty). Good width ‐ able to promenade along. Interesting
information on interpretive nodes. Reasonable cost

Strongly support

I as a rate payer feel that this is a fantastic move forward for a our community and there has been so
much thought out into the design to cater for different interests in our community.

Draft Concept Design for the Replacement Jetty ‐ Open Ended Responses

Firstly, keep the dive platform. Something like this
is normally the first to go due to budget constraints
and it would be disappointing if it did get removed
from the design. The seating in the wide end. The
use of bench seating in a modern and minimalist
design shaped in a way that allows for groups of
people to sit and face each other or face outwards
to admire the view would, would create a sense of
belonging. High‐backed chairs or benches prevent
people from facing one another and engaging in
conversation. I think some sort of stylised lighting
would be great. Maybe blue LED lights that sit atop
the hand rail over each support pilon, and go out to
the end of the total length of the jetty (520M) in
the ocean. Have the ilghts flash or run along the
length to the end would be an attractive feature
during the evenings and nights.

Definitely Sammy the seal but I'm sure that's already high Nothing more to note than what is already in the
up there and noted
design
Using some of the old jetty parts to make it not so
No answer
modern
We just love walking up the jetty and seeing what people Appropriate lighting. Good fish cleaning facilities
are catching, particularly at sunset
and waste disposal.
Fishing is something so many people do in our area
that this needs to be a serious consideration.
I just enjoy walking the length of it and look forward to
doing it with my young family in the near future. I enjoy Providing supports in place that allow all members
of the family to enjoy this would be fantastic. I also
talking to my children about the history of the town so
some reflections of the past dotted along the walk would think that putting underwater structures in place
that encourage varied fish life that children and
allow for natural conversation about the history of our
adults can experience through diving or snorkeling
town.
would be great too.
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Strongly support
Strongly support
Strongly support
Strongly support

Looks good. Attempts to appease all groups.

No

It's a fantastic design. A jetty is well needed and I can't wait for it to happen

No

No answer
Place to scale/clean fish. Perhaps a shelter
somewhere along the length in case you would like
to shelter from the rain/sun while enjoying the
jetty. Places to sit and enjoy the views. As much
historical information as possible

Strongly support

Has historical parts of the old jetty, information/history of the original jetty. The dive platforms are great
too.

Strongly support

I believe it covers all aspects of jetty use. And covers many different groups who would like to utilise the
jetty and area

No, I have rarely visited the old Jetty

I believe all aspects have been covered from what I
have seen in the concept plans. I would like the
new jetty to be the length of the current jetty

Strongly support

Love that it incorporates lots of history, accommodates fishing and diving and lots seating.

I’ve only been in Esperance ten years. As a part of the
Festival of the Wind in 2015 we had the event Esperance
Odyssey which encouraged people to visit places around
Esperance and collect stamps. The Esperance Lions club
did their have a go fishing on the tanker jetty. It was
hugely successful and there is a couple of really great
photographs of kids with their catches.

Handrails?

Strongly support

I believe it honours the historical element of the Jetty while also bringing it into the new era of existence
as well. I think it is quite a well thought out design and will be enjoyed by all.

no further comment

no further comment ‐ I'm happy with the proposed
design

Strongly support

Being able to fish from a jetty is a big part of Esperance tourism and culture.

Strongly support

because the old jetty is well and truly past its useful life

Strongly support

Strongly support
Strongly support
Strongly support
Strongly support

Jetty provides a focal point to exercise, enables interaction with the sea (fishing, walking children,
meditation, diving and swimming), attraction for visitors to 'see'

Looks great, about time!
Time to move forward. Believe restoration and on going maintenance of original will be to expensive and
an on going burden to rate payers.
nice to see dive platform incorporated. like the combination of old and new with 'low maintenance'
concrete
Anything is better than nothing

Draft Concept Design for the Replacement Jetty ‐ Open Ended Responses

Retirees and kids , all generations, catching herring and
Keep it along the lines of the old jetty with the
squid and people walking the jetty checking their buckets
additions shown on the draft plan.
for the catch.
no
keep railings as low as possible
Shaded areas, perhaps associated with seating.
Provision of drinking water foundations. Wider
than normal steps down to dive platform as
persons will be carrying up/down heavy dive gear.
Hand rails on steps for added stability. Experience
Fish cleaning station and sammy the seal Scuba diving off from Busselton jetty would be to have a lockable
rail/bike rail near by, as people will use some form
end
of wheeled 'trolley' to convey equipment from
carpark to diving platform and you don't want it
stolen when diving! Ensure good lighting on dive
platform's entry/exit point as people will
commonly use the jetty for night dives.

Fishing and Malvern Star bicycles scattered haphazardly
where kids were fishing

Keep it simple.

Being pushed off to go swimming when coming down
from the goldfields for competitions.

Fine as concept design is
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Strongly support

The old jetty has been an icon in this town forever and my family originally from Kalgoorlie prior to moving
to Esperance have had family holidays here and the jetty was always the go to place to catch a fish or two
and in my case as a small child is where I learnt to fish and fillet fish . It would be fantastic if our shire can
get us a new jetty built and we can start again and capture the memories and the hearts of our tourists
and holiday families again . (the jetty sadly missed ) Here s to the new jetty love the new concept .

Sammy the seal was a huge attraction . I am sure he will
be back again once we can go fishing there again he
attracted tens of thousands of tourists and locals from
surrounding towns the kids loved him .

It would be fantastic if the shire would consider an
underwater observation room as a possible
addition or allow for in the future . (these are a
proven revenue raiser )

Strongly support

It’s functional and aesthetically well designed

Happy as is

Stick with functionality , safe use for minors as
good as practical and vandal proof where required

Strongly support

Great design.....and practical

No

I think the concept put forward covers everything i
would like

Strongly support

Looks good

Walk to end, sitting and watching for dolphins and seals

More seating needed

Strongly support

This concept design incorporates all of the important elements of the original jetty, that are important;
culturally, aesthetically and functionality.

I had an idea today, about those rail tracks! Rail
My dad worked on this jetty when I was a kid, as he was a
tracks could be incorporated into the design, for a
‘wharfy’. Will there be any mention of those people
mini rail system ‐ would be wonderful for the
whose workplace was the tanker jetty. (Known as the
young or the frail. I know I’m dreaming, but you
‘new jetty’ then.
could keep it in mind for a future possibility.

Strongly support

Possibly acknowledging Sammy and his smarts for being
around when the fishermen/women were cleaning their
I like the acknowledgment of the past moving to the practical uses of the present. I like the simplicity of
the design. It is not a showy jetty, it will be inviting to go for a walk or to go fishing I like the width and the fish. The transition of a working jetty to a community
jetty ‐ how it became a family outing to go out in the
length (although it would be nice if it could be longer)
summer evenings to fish

The bench seating along the length is a good idea.
Water points for drinking water or rinsing off.
Good lighting A good width so that it is not
crowded when moving past people who are fishing

Strongly support

I strongly support this fantastic design so the Shire can get on with getting the town a jetty! It is a
miserable sight to see the old jetty falling to bits. THE ESPERANCE TANKER JETTY IS BEYOND REPAIR. You
don't need to have a degree in engineering to see that it is flogging a dead horse to try to "refurbish" this
crumbling pile of rotting wood. TO THE SIRE OF ESPERANCE, HERITAGE COUNCIL, SAVE THE JETTY
GROUP........"just get on with it" the town is sick of the bickering and just want some type of recreational
jetty.

The memories that I have of the jetty from my youth are
being diminished by the sight of the old rotting pile of
wood in the bay. Just get on with it and give us a new
one.

Fish cleaning stations and some sort of platform
close to shore for the kids to jump off. I know they
have the james st jetty to jump off but I figure that
another one would be an added bonus to the new
jetty.

Strongly support

It's modern, incorporates some of the historical materials from the old jetty, serves all types of
recreational activity and will last many years. It will also compliment the stunning foreshore.

No, I loved the whole think but no special part

Strongly support

Good compromise in style and usage

No answer

Strongly support

because i have lots of memories

fishing at night and early morning

Strongly support

because we need a new jetty

go for walks along

I think it is a very good idea, it is an amazing idea that keeps the memories of the jetty still with it while
also making the jetty a more stable and long lasting construction. hopefully it will stand long enough for
many other memories to be made over the years.

Add a sort of glass casing under or off the jetty so
I remember every Saturday my dad would take me down its like an aquarium, people could go down on
to the jetty to go fishing. On that jetty I learnt how to cast stairs and have a look at Esperance's wonderful sea
life. in this it could also stop people from harming
my first line ad I caught my first fish. That jetty has a lot
too much of the sea life so we have a beauty to
of sentimental value towards me and my family.
look at.

Some sort of trolley hire (for a token) would help
people get their equipment for diving or fishing
along the jetty.
No answer
put the wood on the paving on the that old jetty
had then put it on the path.
have a big circle at the end and have stairs down to
the the bottem

Strongly support

Strongly support

Strongly support

Draft Concept Design for the Replacement Jetty ‐ Open Ended Responses
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Strongly support

Just make it look dope

Strongly support

Very happy with this deign and how it keeps with the theme of the original jetty.

Strongly support

Because this has just taken too long and we just need something that we all can use for generations on.

Strongly support

Great design, retaining old & new. I really would love Esperance to have a jetty again to compliment our
beautiful foreshore.

Strongly support

Strongly support

It best represents what the community wants within a budget that is affordable.

The design is great and takes a lot of the concerns people have into consideration. It’s a great alternative
to what we use to have with the tanker jetty

Strongly support

The concept design is faithful to the design of the original jetty, respecting and honouring it, while also
being modern and economical.

Strongly support
Strongly support

Maybe some thing about all the old ships that use to use
the old jetty.

Fishing, walking along at night checking everyone’s
catches.
Perhaps using the remaining timber pylons, when
I believe it meets most of the jetty’s requirements in length, materials used together with safety factors
dressed, to provide seating, vertical fences around the
allowing, eg, an ambulance to travel on it. I might suggest that a turntable be installed to allow a return to
foreshore and any other benefits to allow some of the
the foreshore
original to be preserved.

Strongly support

Strongly support

Please make the jetty futuristic and put a wave machine
on each side x

I mainly used the jetty for fishing and seeing Sammy the
seal as a kid.

Yeah just dont screw it up, will look cool as long is
it is longer than the old jettt and has a wave
machine x
Fishing and diving nodes, seating and fish cleaning
facilities
Would be good if you could include some rail
tracks on the jetty to be able to use for for people
or elderly to access the end with ease which could
be a way of extra funds coming in and for divers
and fisherman to cart gear to the end and some
solar power lighting on jetty.
Great as is

As above

Good lighting for night fishing. Cleaning station for
fishing which may also attract another Sammy.

We use to do walks along the foreshore then up the jetty
on a regular basis. As a child, I loved making it to the end
and going down the steps to the platform at the bottom. I think the design covers everything already
The jetty is also where I caught my first fish. So many
fond memories
I believe the design, if it includes the elements
listed on the Concept Design such as a fish cleaning
station, low‐level dive platform, ladders, seating
etc. is perfect as is.

The jetty is a huge tourism draw, a brand new one would look great and be very popular. Something needs
No
to be done
We are just happy to see that we will have a jetty to use in this beautiful town.

Ease of access

Strongly support

It incorporates new and old and is the way forward

Getting beryls eats on a sunday and walking down the
jetty while waiting for your food

Unsure

Strongly support

It considers different uses and incorporates the heritage aspect. The design looks good and will fit in with
the foreshore.

Sammy seal, fishing at night.

Good lighting, safety rails, shelters people can sit
under for shade when fishing.

Strongly support

Love the different aspects incorporated

Kissing boys and having free time away from parents ha!

Rails so my kids don’t fall over! Lots of stairs down
to the water in case I fall off I can climb back up

new jetty is a great design it has a lot of features, good construction and will last a long time and save the
community and the shire money in the future.
It incorporates historical features in a modern way.

fishermen feeding sea lion at the start of the jetty with
there fish scraps.

hand rails need to be small child safe

Strongly support
Strongly support
Strongly support

It recognises the historical and heritage significance.

NO

Strongly support
Strongly support

it looks similar to the existing jetty

being able to fish from the jetty
no

Draft Concept Design for the Replacement Jetty ‐ Open Ended Responses

Must accommodate fishing and diving activities
n=but be sympathetic to people who just want to
walk to the end or even ride a bike. Must have a
fish cleaning area.
a few places for people to sit
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Strongly support

i think its a great idea and i like how they are keeping parts of the jetty

Sammy the seal fishing with my family jetty jumping

make gazebos every so often with chairs diving
platforms and ladders i think that you should make
it 2 km long and put a small train on it, people have
to give a gold coin donation which the money will
go towards the maintenance of the jetty make the
walking path out of timbre not concrete so that it
does not heat up put lights under the jetty so that
you can see the fish at night

because the jetty is a big part of esperance

when we used to see sammy the seal swim past

more attractive, easy fishing spots that has easy
use age, easy for people to use

I miss the jetty. I think this design is a fantastic idea

As a child me and my family would always walk up and
down the jetty all the time. Maybe include bits from the
previous jetty

Fairy lights and a hangout spot at the opening

Why I feel this way is because when the jetty was around the family would go and get the rods and stay
and fish. This is because nowadays you just have to look at it.

A special moment I had was learning how to fish off the
jetty and walking up and down when we had nothing to
do.

Something is lollypops to everyone on the school
holidays. Another is test on the jetty like question
board around and on the jetty about Esperance.

itll be fuckinn skitz
Respects the old jetty but has a range of activities that the next generation seek
I like the design and it will bring more tourists to town

i lost me fooken thongs underneath
Fishing
No

i reckon the design already will be cool
Cleaning tables, lights, seats
No answer

New

No

No answer

Strongly support
Strongly support
Strongly support
Strongly support
Strongly support
Strongly support
Strongly support
Strongly support
Strongly support
Strongly support
Strongly support
Strongly support

Strongly support

PLEASE!!!! Do not put any poxy arches over the top
as they are just asking for people to be pooped on
by birds. Possibly solar panels on the light to
provide extra sustainability and green energy

The plans both pay homage to the old jetty, while providing a sustainable and functional jetty that will
serve the coming generations well.

Strongly support
Because Esperance needs a jetty

Yes, my parents used to taken us down there when we
were little and would watch Sammy the seal

Strongly support

its a strong structural concept

Nope

Strongly support

Simple, practical and incorporates the history of the old jetty.

No

Strongly support

I just want a jetty that works. Good for fishing, safe for kids, easy to upkeep

No thank you, I'm sure others have better

Strongly support

It is a great layout and will work perfectly for all ages and activities

Strongly support
Strongly support
Strongly support

The jetty considers people of all ages, abilities and interests.

Strongly support
Strongly support

Draft Concept Design for the Replacement Jetty ‐ Open Ended Responses

Make sure there are seat benches and also table
benches
Built in chopping boards/benches for fishing and
cutting up bait and a hose.
All of the above and easy to upkeep and replace so
this issue doesn't happen again, give us nothing to
whine about
Accommodate easy access for divers and fishing.
And great rail support for children and the aged

fishing for squid
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Strongly support

I would prefer a hetty that can be utilized compared to one that's old broken an can not be used.. it looks
like a great design.

Strongly support

The design has many different areas that will be used for different activities

Strongly support

A good compromise to please as many people as possible. This project really just needs to get going and
I’m happy with this design.

Strongly support
Strongly support
Strongly support

It looks nice and it's practical

I think it has considered everyone's needs.. it's
really great..
Making sure the wood floor boards won't be
slippery if it rains. Having plenty of lighting and
support rails.
It needs to be accessible to everyone and there
needs to be room for a variety of activities not just
one over the other.
Fishing rod holders, A LOT of benches

I feel like a new improved with a little bit of the old would be amazing the jetty is a massive turist
attraction and an awesome place to fish so it would be perfect to accomidate for everyones needs

It needs to accomidate for everyones needs from
fishing to diving to just a lovely walk

Just want to be able to create new memories.

Strongly support

It’s an amazing design that I feel like no one in the community can’t not be happy with it. Let’s just get on
with it and get a new jetty.
Esperance needs a jetty that has many uses

Strongly support

Looks amazing

Strongly support

Looks good. I just want to have a jetty again already

Strongly support

It represents the history of the old Jetty and the functionality on modern recreational Jetty

No

Strongly support

With complete respect and track of the past it is such a cool step into the future

As a very young lad I would go with mum to find the great
grandparents fishing on the jetty. So I could look at all the
fish in the buckets. Then as a teenager we would camp all
Lights. Taps on timers
weekend at the end trying to catch sharks! Which we
sometimes did. Sammy the seal , berals eats and the big
black ray.

Strongly support

Because I've spent the last 12 months traveling Australia visiting many coastal towns big and small that all
have massive tourism industries and do everything they can to bring people to their towns to support local
Not that i can think of
business and the one thing esperance lacks is the ability to step into the 21st century. We need change
and this new concept will bring that and many other opportunities.

Strongly support

Climbing down to the platform
No answer
I think that the new jetty should have reminders and
information about the old jetty, as well as the Sammy the I like the design as is.
sea lion sculpture.
Seating, break out spots to fish, architectural
lighting and information stations

Strongly support

Strongly support

I feel it has something for everybody

No just moved here.

I think there should be like a glass viewing platform
at the end. And the diving/glass observatory at the
end should be a fishing exclusion zone. I agree the
inbuilt rod holders along the fishing zone would be
great. Also fish cleaning facilities are a must

Strongly support

It addresses something for all the people who have continued to not hear anything, but replace.

Sammy the seal donation

Bike/fast lane

Strongly support
Strongly support

It’s time for something new
Easy access to the public and free (would be best).
Keep the diving trail available and recreational
fishing.

Strongly support
Strongly support

Something for everyone and hopefully something the community and visitors can utilise for a very long
time

Draft Concept Design for the Replacement Jetty ‐ Open Ended Responses
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Strongly support

I like how the design retains heritage values while also creating an affordable, sustainable jetty that will be Sailing around the jetty, walking along it, fishing, getting
iconic in its own right.
Beryls and eating it on the jetty.

Ensure that the design is suitable/safe for families
and small children. Suitable fishing areas.

Strongly support

I just think its time we moved forward and got it done. The concept is visually appealing and also appeals
to a range of people with the community who have various interests. It respects and recognizes the past
jetty and moves forward into the future with a new jetty for generations of new people to enjoy.

I think the shire will be able to come up with those
ideas within themselves.

Strongly support
Strongly support
Strongly support
Strongly support

No

It incorporates everything we would need or want in a jetty!
It's about time we had our jetty back

Sammy the seal

Strongly support

It keeps the original look of the jetty

No

Strongly support

I feel that the concept design is very well thought out and while being modern and practical, it still brings
value and attention to the history of the old jetty which is very important to the local community.

No not really anything specific other than fond memories Seating options along the jetty would be greatly
of walking the length of the jetty and fishing from it albeit valued. Also some dorm of lighting for early
in bitter conditions.
mornings and evening strolls/fishing ventures.

Strongly support

We definately need a jetty and a new one at that. This design looks modern whilst honouring the old jetty

Strongly support

Ticks all the boxes for a replacement and caters to the different needs of the community. It is interactive
and get used, rather than just looked at.

Strongly support

It honors the original jetty while still providing for the community and tourists that visit Esperance a
functional jetty, so that people will be able to enjoy the recreational past times they have been unable to
enjoy since the tanker jetty was closed, in a way that is going to be sustainable and easier to maintain with
less of the risks (eg. teredo worm) of a solid timber jetty

No. Happy for new ones to be created.

Wheelchair freely
I think having the lower platform makes it great for
divers

Looks good how it is.

while functional and easier to maintain than wood,
the pre‐cast concrete deck is not attractive to look
at, especially after it has acquired a covering in
seagull and pigeon poo as well as scales and ink left
behind from fishing, since the hope of the
community is that the jetty will hopefully return to
its status as a tourist attraction,and a place where
people can enjoy a stroll along the deck in the
summer evenings or to sit and enjoy some fish and
chips, there needs to be some consideration on
how to make the concrete decking more
aesthetically pleasing, especially as walking along a
concrete deck doesn't have the same sensations as
walking over planks and also lacks the sound of the
wooden boards. Also to ensure access is viable to
all community members and visitors there should
be seating available at regular intervals along the
length of the jetty (maybe the design of the seating
could also be a nod to the original structure of the
jetty in the design or materials used) as there was
on the original, places where people can enjoy the
view or have a breather if very young, old, sick etc.

Strongly support
Strongly support
Draft Concept Design for the Replacement Jetty ‐ Open Ended Responses
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Strongly support
Strongly support
Strongly support
Strongly support
Strongly support
Strongly support
Strongly support
Strongly support
Strongly support

Looks great and will do job
Because it looks great
Hurry up and get on with it

No

Ongoing maintenance plans

No answer

No answer

Because it seems to have made all the dicks that have caused such a kerfuffle shut the hell up ‐ and it looks
nope
great

Strongly support

I think it looks fantastic. It is catering for everyone.

Strongly support

Similar look to the old jetty

Strongly support

making recreational activities around Esperance
free for low income families
divingplatforms

great variety and excellent fishing section, assuming you dont charge us to use it.

Looks great and is catering for everyone in recreational use.

Strongly support

It looks great! I feel the shire have really listened to feedback and the jetty incorporates many people’s
needs. It brings new and exciting development whilst respecting its past/heritage. Ticks all my boxes!

Strongly support
Strongly support

combines old and new
Its a great design and the old jetty is old and crap

Strongly support

Newer is better, this is all‐inclusive and will be enjoyed by everyone

Cost ‐ stepped foot on the on the old one maybe
three time in 30 years, probably use this one less.
Build a new stadium.

Just going fishing and squiding with my Dad and Pop who
have now passed away. We used to go down early
Chairs, perhaps a picnic table at the end
morning catch a heap of herring and fillet at the fish table
then back home to cook.
When I was young myself and brother who ride our bikes
to the end of the jetty and catch squid. We would then
sell these to the corner shop to make some pocket
money. As kids we were always up and down there
checking what everyone has caught.

If rails are compulsory now the jetty will be
recreational, it would be good that these will allow
people to sit comfortably and fish without being an
annoying barrier. The dive platform is a awesome
idea.

Fishing off the side! But that’s taken care of

Fish cleaning/filleting area. Barriers for safety
especially for kids fishing from sides, information
and pictures about life under the jetty... ideally a
viewing platform (glass bottomed or similar) would
be great for education about the area and marine
life

Sammy the Seal
Nope dont care
the jetty is the perfect place to meet people on those
long hot summer nights ‐ you don't even have to enjoy
fishing to appreciate it!

None
Wheelchair friendly shaded areas
There needs to be a Cafe / Snack bar and
anablution block at the end of the Jetty. This
would greatly improve the amenity of the jetty.
There also should be consideration for a form of
transport to take people to the end of the jetty.
This would enable disabled and the elderly to enjoy
the jetty as well.

Strongly support

The existing jetty is beyond repair and needs replacing. The concept design would be an asset to the
Esperance community and visitors.

Strongly support

A good mix of old and new, need to look forward and not get stuck with the idea of utilising material that
will need replacing in another 40 years.

Strongly support

Because we need a jetty and the concept design seems to accommodate enough old and the new features Just memories. Not special memories.

That it is suitable for locals and tourists alike.

Strongly support
Strongly support
Strongly support

The design looks fantastic, let's proceed
Anything is better than nothing, looks grand

No answer

Draft Concept Design for the Replacement Jetty ‐ Open Ended Responses

No

No answer
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Strongly support

Budget seems appropriate, lots of recognition of old jetty.

Strongly support

A bit for everyone and we are getting a jetty

Strongly support

Its time to stop bickering and start rebuilding. Let’s get the rebuild started. It’s affordable. It’s doable.

Strongly support
Strongly support
Strongly support

Got everything A bit of the old New Covers fishing, diving
It recognises the heritage of the jetty and provides a great recreational facility
Badly needs jetty (tourism), film industry
I think the design is user friendly an issue that caused some of the anxiety over the concept design
previously displayed. It also reflects the heritage well.

Strongly support
Strongly support

no. I am not emotionally attached to the jetty. I have
enjoyed being on it with my children, but understand it
needs to go.
No answer

No answer

Beryl's and Sammy the seal
No
No answer

Everything covered in cocept design
N/a. Just build it
Lighting on all night. Web cams

No I only walked on the Jetty once before it was closed.

Rod holders. Seating
Make sure there is enough space to sit and fish and
watch the water while letting others walk by and
enjoy the surroundings

I believe it is a good compromise, it uses the old and includes the new. It has the history embedded.

Strongly support

Esperance needs to encourage tourists to return to our beautiful town. A new Jetty is a step in the right
direction.

Strongly support

No answer

Strongly support

Need to move on ‐ the time has come

The senior citizens who have lived their entire lives
fishing from the Jetty should be the focal point of the
interpretation areas.
Some sort of information about how the jetty was used
during world war 2
Fishing with my kids

Life rings, seating and the dive platform all make
the new Jetty concept appealing. A fish cleaning
area/table similar to the previous one and good
lighting for night walks and fishing.
V
Shelter at the end. Small boat access maybe
Advertise the Friendi cowrie which lives on the
artificial reef along from the end of the jetty. The
concrete parts of the structure need to be made of
a saltwater mix which will give it a much longer life.
Check out the Dutch concrete structure which are
guaranteed to last for 200 years

Strongly support

Should have been done years ago. Would have been using a new jetty by now

Sammy the seal.

Strongly support
Strongly support

The design looks really good
Just love the design.congratulations shire on your choice.

No answer
No what ever you decision i will be happy with.

Strongly support

Good for the town, nice to have a jetty back.

No not really, i think the concept is great as it is.

Strongly support

We need a jetty, the design put forward I think covers what most people want. Please don't let it be
drawn out like the Busselton jetty.

No answer

No answer

Strongly support

If it meets the Australian standards, do it

Use to run Lions fishing clinics. choose to retire here
because of the amenity

Handrails, safety equipment.

Strongly support

It needs to be done

It's my childhood there, caught my first fish and squid

Lower plat form

Strongly support

As much as i would love to see the old jetty stay i understand that nothing last forever. Having a jetty with
both new and old features is great

Strongly support

Love the dive board. The historical part. And excited to have a jetty we can use again

No answer
Just as long as i can ride my gopher along it.
Easy for people with disabilities, in wheel chairs
and mobility scooters to access and use to its full
extent.

Esperance has a big diving community and it's
something for tourists too. So, the dive board is
great. I dont know how you could improve, but
maybe something that allows for dive tours in the
future.

Strongly support
Strongly support
Strongly support
Draft Concept Design for the Replacement Jetty ‐ Open Ended Responses
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Strongly support

Would love to have a jetty again.

Strongly support

The old one is broken, the new concept looks great

My Grandma teaching day how to fish 🎣

Strongly support

It is good for tourist and has lights so if people want to
I want a new jetty so we can get lots of tourist visit
walk on the jetty at night. Cool entrance and clean and
popular
It looks like a traditional jetty that was there.
No
not really but the one time we saw a whale off the jetty
i do feel it has a lot of history with the old one but the new one will be safer and by the looks of it more
and it was looking straight up at the fishers it was special
attractive
moment
meh
no
walking around with friends and family and pretending to
because the jetty has one of the best fishing spot.The diving is also good idea because when you come into
push them into the water.Also when I first caught my
town you can also straight go they instead of the whale tail.
squid and herings.
I just like it and want a new jetty

Strongly support

I like this design because it has something for everyone. The length of the jetty is great too.

Strongly support
Strongly support
Strongly support
Strongly support
Strongly support

Strongly support
Strongly support
Strongly support
Strongly support
Strongly support
Strongly support
Strongly support
Strongly support
Strongly support

because i have had good memories on the jetty
It will bring tourists back

Fish cleaning and big enough to ride our bikes
down.

What type of material they use to make the jetty
Allow access to sit along the edge and fish.
the design right now is very smart

it is in a good spot

A board to tell us fish and marine life and what the
size limit should be.
having long walks with friends and family and portending i think you have space for people to fish, walk and
to throw each other of the jetty
also jump on the jetty and dive
yes i do with friends and family
no

no i like it

Just think it’s the best cost effective option
Because it looks good
I think it mixes old and new very well, I'm just really happy the shire isn't letting it go to rack and ruin
anymore. Just make sure we're not too much like Busselton

Beryl's food van was a classic! Sammy the seal?

Can there be spots where the balustrades are not
there, so that people can sit on the edge of the
jetty and fish like old times?

Strongly support
Strongly support

I like the concept of retaining some heritage style in a comtemporary new structure. Also just want it built!

Strongly support

It successfully illustrates how the old jetty was used and enjoyed by residence back in the day

Strongly support

Because it’s time to make a decision , concept looks great, let’s move forward.

Strongly support

It looks good and esprance needs it

Strongly support

I just want it done!

Strongly support

We would like a new jetty!
The proposed design is multifunctional and will allow residents / visitors to both visit and engage with the
jetty as a recreational structure.
Looks good and it’s afordable

Strongly support
Strongly support

Strongly support

The jetty is close to the original style and design and is suitable for fishing from.

Draft Concept Design for the Replacement Jetty ‐ Open Ended Responses

Perhaps some benches to sit on whilst fishing and
the observer
Fishing and bike riding on the jetty as a children. Walking Wheelchair access of course. Seating. Longevity!
along it on a warm summer’s night
Good lighting.

Fishing from the jetty would be the main
consideration as the old jetty was very busy with
I used to live in Esperance in the early 90’s and spent
most of my time from the age of 9‐13 on that jetty fishing people doing just that. Scuba diving or snorkeling
at the end would be great so the lower platform
if I wasn’t at school.
would be great for that.
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Strongly support
Strongly support
Strongly support

Looks better than the previous concept that somewhat resembled a floating whale carcass with the rib
bones showing.....needs to resemble the original Jetty as much as possible

The original length and purpose and recreational fishing
hub it became from children through to retirees and
travellers. Don't forget 'Sammy' the seal!

I think it meets all the needs of the community and we can afford it
No
I think we should just get on with it and it looks functional, the reference to the old jetty looks good. We'd
Squid ink on the old weathered wood
all love a copy of the old one but that just isn't practical.

Plenty of width where possible is key, nobody likes
a fishing hook in the ear while trying to walk past a
kid learning to fish.....
Lots of seating

Strongly support

It covers a variety of users

No

Strongly support

Important to have a jetty for the community, love what i have seen so far.

No

I believe all the necessary things have already been
incorporated into the design. It could possibly do
without the railing on one side, or perhaps have
gaps in the railing, for people fishing, but otherwise
it's great!
Be conscious of bird roosting points. Make sure
that they are reduced so sitting on the jetty to fish
isn't disgusting.
Resting benches at intervals for elderly to stop to
catch their breath.
Easy to access lower ramps.

Strongly support

The cost of build and long term maintenance must be realistic and attainable. A replacement will be
cheaper than a refurbishment and meet community needs

A glass wall at the end with a photo or sketch of the
remainder of the jetty etched in to picture what was
there originally

Detail the proposed maintenance costs and how
they would be funded. Would you be allowed to
pull a boat up to the diving platform?

Strongly support

Because it looks great, practical and has something g for everyone. We just want a jetty that we can enjoy
again

I think they’ve covered all of them

Definitely keeping the old jetty design and length in
mind and that it is accessible for everyone, fishing
and diving design is great

Strongly support

Looks good.

Fishing with my friends in the 70's with my mates. Diving
in the 80's with my fiance.

Good coffee, clean toilets and plenty of parking.

Strongly support
Strongly support

Retain history and reconstruct. This concept will cost 10m in the end.

No good

no good

Strongly support

The design incorporates so many features relevant to Esperance people ‐ the space for fishing, diving
platform and the history as well. I believe this jetty will be unique and will attract tourists and locals as
well. And it looks great!!

Strongly support

Nope, it's all there!

Sammy the Seal obviously :)

Strongly support

Strongly support

Something for everyone, great mix of features. Good low maintenance. Something new for the future

Strongly support

I feel the Shire have put in a lot of effort to come up with a design that will suit the town

Strongly support

Would just like to have a replacement Jetty for our community to use.

Strongly support

I firstly love the fact the Jetty is being replaced. This is a monumental asset to Esperance and a massive
tourist drawcard. I love the design and how it accomodates lots of recreation activities

Draft Concept Design for the Replacement Jetty ‐ Open Ended Responses

Rod holders built in Some form of sea through
section ‐ a window into the under sea world A
photo opportunity maybe a frame out of old
timber at the end positioned in a place that will
attract photography
Happy with what shire decides
I think in the concept design it has been covered
I'm happy that if some of the timbers can be incorporated
with the under jetty diving platform and the fish
into the design re seating. Sammy the seal monument
cleaning facility

We loved seeing Sammy the seal when we walked the
jetty. he was cheeky and a lovely fella. Would love a
reference to him.

lots of areas for people to sit and eat or read and
relax. Areas covered with shade sails would be
awesome. would love a coffee/burger stand at the
end(out on the water) with lots of seating. You
could even have a busking/entertainment area.
Would be beautiful in summer to sit and relax with
a coffee and listen to some greta local
entertainment. Make sure that it is wheelchair and
pram friendly.
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Strongly support
Strongly support

Looks fantastic, incorporates old jetty features and heritage yet is functional for community.

Walking on jetty with family and fishing

Strongly support

I think it includes something for everyone, embraces the history but also looks to the future

No answer

Try to use more wood where possible to add to the
aesthetics of the structure

Strongly support

Design takes in everybody’s needs , captures the history, maintains width and curve and I particularly like
the wide end section

Highlight historical pictures of the original jetty. Include
some way of seeing how it was once. Took my children
there fishing and I would love to be able to take my
grandchildren fishing on the new jetty

I would be willing to reduce or remove the historic
section if it meant we could lengthen the total
jetty. Definitely want the widened head end.
Addition of a drinking fountain might be good.
Wind shelters along the way

Strongly support

I strongly believe that we have to move on and replace the jetty which cannot be repaired. The one and
only solution is out with the old and in with the new!!!!

Strongly support

Needs replacing. New concept looks great.

Strongly support

LOVE the new plans

Walking to the end sitting down to look for dolphins

Caters for many different uses and acknowledges the history and importance of the jetty it is replacing.

Examples of the sorts of goods which were unloaded at
the jetty when used for shipping, perhaps include an old
or replica mooring post.

Strongly support

Always liked the long length of the jetty with the curve at I think the present design covers all of these
the end of the jetty.
activities
The original yacht club which was based at the jetty.
Small boats like the moth were the boats that were used.
No answer
This ws prior to the building which is where the Port
Authority is now.
More seats needed

Strongly support

Strongly support

It appears to be a good compromise. We need something to be decided on and constructed so people can
No
stop arguing and the community can come together again and stop being divided.

My only concern is having a wooden balustrade on
one side and steel on the other. Maybe it would
look better with steel on the modern part and
timber on the historic section on both sides.

Strongly support

It's time to make the decision. Let's spend more time on the solution and not the problem. Looks
aesthetically pleasing strong structure

Where possible use some of the old timbers

Fishing. Diving. Evening walks, wind, rain, hail, shine.
Meeting many visitors

The jetty needs a coffee shop / cafe / restaurant
built on its deck

Strongly support

Strongly support

It recognises and acknowledges the history of the jetty while providing a replacement community facility
and icon for the continuing amenity and benefit of a functional recreational asset for the Esperance
community at a realistic and affordable cost.

Strongly support

Just to please remember all the people it has affected.
People in town who used it years ago and now. Far and
It will be sad to see the old jetty go but if a few bits are going to be retained I will agree. Something has to
wide, east and west. Loved walking along the jetty after
be done as this looks teh best so far
work to wind down, especially in the summer. Nice to
see so many happy tourists enjoy our jetty

Strongly support

All I want is a jetty to talk out over the bay and perhaps put a line in

Strongly support

Beautiful and practical

Strongly support

No answer

Strongly support

It has been well thought out and consequently drawn up and illustrated for the public's perusal

Strongly support

Well it is missed by all and the visitors come here for it
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No.

The concept design seems to cove most
requirements. Access for people with limited
mobility should be a priority. The rail lines should
be usable by a light railway system.

I think with this design the council has covered
most things. A beautiful place for marriages and
social gatherings. Just make it safe.

No
I thought the plan very complete
Fishing from lower deck at the end of the jetty. Swimming
Glass view plate
from jetty to Taylor street jetty
No answer
No answer
I shall leave that up to competent councilors to
No
decide on that
Fishing, diving, walking on it. Ride my bike all the way

Yes, just get on with it before we all die
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Strongly support
Support
Support
Support

the jetty has been an icon of Esperance for many years for sight seeing, fishing, diving and many more
No the 10 concepts the shire have are adequate
activities.
i feel although the jetty should be the same length as the old one, although i am happy that a replacement
fishing and swimming
is being done.
Looks quite good, well thought out
Beryls Van!!
My dad, my sister, my uncle and I were gutting fish on the
looks good
jetty and a big rompa shark showed up

No, looks good. Need hand rails and maybe no slip
surface ‐ when raining is very slippery

Lighting system for night light shows
Jetty jumping areas

Support
Support
Support
Support
Support

i feel the new jetty will be a good representation of the old jetty and will be able to relive the great
memories for years to come.
coz
because i feel we need a new jetty as the old one was used alot

i used to go fishing there quite often and was apart of my make it as similar as possible to the old jetty, with
upbringing by my father
additional parts like diving platforms for divers
I remember fishing on the jetty and catching squid
fishing`
no
my dad, my brother and i used to all go out to the jetty at
night time to go fishing and we would have the best time.
i also miss seeing sammy the seal because he was the
best!

Support

i support it but i believe that they should have fixed it when it first started falling apart because then they
wouldn't have to spend all this money on a completely new one

Support

Because we need a jetty

Going fishing on it

Support

I feel like the new jetty will be entertaining for all people of Esperance amd tourists.

Me and my mates would always go fishing off the jetty
amd had a great time

Support

A good mix of heritage and madern design. Building is a reasonable size sith the option of extending at a
later date

Support
Support
Support
Support
Support

Jetty time line
diving platforms

i think that they should make the jetty like the
Busselton jetty or like Hillarys boat harbor in Perth
that it is accessible to everyone even if the are in
wheelchairs
They need to add filleting boards and somewhere
to wash your gear.
More drink and food vans available from early
morning to evening so that area can be utilized

Only reason I don’t ‘strongly support’, is that it is shorter than original. Looks great though! 👌
everything thats needed is there

Consoderation for a designated squidding area that
either has a protected deck or something that
wont end up with squid ink staining concrete deck.

Similar looking structurally from a visual stand point and looks to be functional for recreational activities.

Support
Support

Support
Support

It's boring. Boring boring boring. There is NOTHING about this design that is uniquely Esperance. We have
a once in a lifetime chance to produce an imaginative and functional work of art, and THIS is the best we
can do? It's a plain, featureless fishing trestle, designed as a token nod to the staid tired old Save the Jetty
wallies.
It is a nice acknowledgement of the past, put also has been designed with future maintenance and life
span in mind.
New design covers majority of people’s needs ‐ local and tourism. Maybe a small cafe located somewhere
on the jetty as well.

Support
Support
Support

Looks like everyone and every base has been covered. I’d still like to see a working jetty that cruise ships
can use
The history of the old jetty being used in the ways that it is, it's very well thought out.

Draft Concept Design for the Replacement Jetty ‐ Open Ended Responses

No.

Come up with an imaginative design. A five year
old could have designed this. It's nothing.

Not really.
Definitely accomodate for diving and fishing etc.
Loads of family walks, chats with the fishermen,
squidding, and just enjoying the view back to the shore

Great side railings to protect all for‐ the days when
the wind is a little more intense but you don't take
it until out further

Nope

Love the swimming dock area!
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Support

Feel it allows for opportunities such as fishing, walking, photography

No answer

Holders for fishing poles. Seating along jetty,
spacing for people needing to stop and sit often
(disability access). I see plans for sating but it looks
quite low, can be difficult to sit and stand from low
seating.

Support

I like that they have kept the design similar to the original jetty but feel like the new design doesn’t have
any distinguishing features to make it unique

The ever present Sammy and friends waiting for fish
scraps

Maybe gated areas for fishing to allow segregation
for fishing buckets and knives for families walking
along and also more child friendly

Support
Support
Support

As long as the rates aren’t increased again to fund it, the design is great.

Sammy the seal

Support

I feel this way because it’s exciting to see something happening. It’s been horrible not being able to use
the jetty

I loved the fishing wash down bench with the hose!
Please replace it with a new one!

Have rails but also gaps within the rails to
accomodate for fishing. Like how the old jetty’s
rails were

Support

I support the designs and I think they're great, however I would've liked to of seen a head land/jetty with
restaurants or attractions built for the future generations that could also have fishing etc off.

No

For diving a netted area would be ideal, similar to
the Busselton Jetty so people can dive safely. I
know myself if people are fishing I would not like to
be swimming/diving out that far.

Support

Will be good to have a jetty for families to take your kids to and fish off

Fishing of the end of the jetty as a family

Maybe some form of rod holders for fishing rods so
there not laying across the jetty in people walk way

We need some kind of feature Jetty to replace the existing, the design incorporates tourism, historical
factors and recreational.

Just growing up in Esperance, walking the jetty with my
family on warm summer nights. With a food van at the
headland.

None

I think the community wants a new jetty but honestly I have lived here for 20 years and only been on it a
handful of times.

Not Particularly only ever went on the jetty for a quick
fish.

Accessibility for all ages and groups of people

Support

I think Beryls Eats should be featured!

Timber should be used for detailing along the
whole length, not just the beginning. To keep it as
traditional looking as possible. The
structure/design should allow for an underwater
observatory to be constructed at the end (at a later
date if funding is to become available).

Support

I accept the fact that the new design needs to be slightly smaller.

The Jetty is important as it is the main attraction for
tourists and locals. I used it for fishing and miss it dearly. I
Fish cleaning areas are important and seating along
would love to teach my daughter how to fish too. I also
the jetty too.
think that the Jetty is central to bringing custom back to
the food vans.

Support

I like the multi use ideas incorporated.

Support

Support
Support
Support
Support
Support

Draft Concept Design for the Replacement Jetty ‐ Open Ended Responses
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The orginal dive trail needs to be well within reach
& safe return of the dive platform. I believe the
end of the development should avail itself to be
able to be connected onto to possibly extend the
length if a future oppotunity arises.

Support

Support
Support
Support

It seems to meet the standards that the residents want
Seems like a good way to keep most people happy

Support

No

Fish cleaning table

It should have my dads blood on the wood cos my dad
slipped on the jetties wooden platform and died lol rip

It should have like food stands and a animal cage
area and a water slide

Support

Support

Esperance has been too long without a usable Jetty, I think having the three different sections has
something to appeal to everyone ( well almost everyone) and will be more usable,

Support

it is about time something was done. also shame on the past shire counxils for letting it get to this point

Maybe incorporate as much salvageable timber
from the original Jetty into walkways, and maybe a
artificial reef of some kind a bit further off the Jetty
for divers to look at rather than snorkelling through
fishing lines
fishing swiming and diving from the origional jetty

to keep as much of the origional jetty as they can

Support

Good fish cleaning tables with wash down facilities.

Support

I would like it to be the sme length as the existing
structure

Support
Support

Support

Support
Support
Support

Support

Because they are adequate dimensions and designed respectfully of the original
Some barriers from the prevailing wind side (west)
would seem to be a practical addition which would
make using the jetty more enjoyable on windy
days. They could also be decorative and perhaps
display some of the heritage information.

Looks like a viable replacement

Just want a jetty so we can fish of it. The old timber jetty was good in its day; however we should be
looking at more modern materials
We just want a jetty that is functional and looks similar to the one falling down
I like the new design

It’s great to see the design is a similar width to the existing jetty. (The first design I saw with large
overhead steel beams was so bad!). A lot of thought has gone into this new design. Well done.

Draft Concept Design for the Replacement Jetty ‐ Open Ended Responses

Fishing

Sensor lights, cleaning stations and rails on both
sides for safety

Nothing in particular
As a child we spent many days on the jetty and it was
great my son could have the same experience. During the
holidays he would get up early, pack his fishing cart
attached to his bike and head to the jetty where he would
spend all day catching fish and squid to then come home
and cook up a storm. (Nothing beats fresh squid). At
lunch time I would head down to check on him and the
smile on his face said it all. The jetty has always been a
safe place our adventurous kids can learn so many skills.
It’s in a great location and easily accessible, It’s great they
can ride their bikes to carry all their fishing gear, It’s all
part of living in Esperance.

Please DON’T put restrictions on the new jetty ‐
such as no dogs, no bikes!! We are lucky to have
such a wide jetty and kids love being able to ride
their bikes towing their fishing carts and People
love taking their dogs for a stroll along the jetty.
Please don’t compare our jetty to other jetty’s (like
Bussselton jetty). I’ve been to the Busselton jetty
and its so commercialised and doesn’t have that
same relaxed feel as our jetty. The lower platform
is a great idea.
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Support
Support

We are in need of a new jetty.. and this one is way better than the one we have :‐)

Support

Looks traditional... in keeping with the old jetty.

No

Appropriate safety equipment positioned along the
jetty.

Support

It looks like the original without needing anything fancy

Taking my children out on their bikes and going squiding.

Having it as a recognized dive site would be great
for tourism. Being able to fish anywhere along the
jetty

Support
Support
Support

Whilst it is an updated version of the jetty it still has the same feel and look of the old one

No answer

No answer

Support

just missed spending family leisure time there, one of our fav thing to do since we arrived here in
Esperance.

Support

Replaces an Esperance icon with multigenerational recreational and cultural benefits for our town.

Support
Support
Support

I would like to get on with a replacement rather than this limbo!
IF you actually do something
still looks like the old jetty so retains the feel. Would be better if it was the same length.
It is the best design that copies the original jetty presented to date and will function as required. I would
prefer it to be 500m rather than 400m, otherwise looks good.

No, I just like a functional jetty we can all use.

Support

No answer

No answer

Support

Like the design, but would like it to be longer. Perhaps extend by adding 200m of groin to the headland,
then build the jetty.

Support

Better than the last pityful attempt

Support

Support

I think the design is well thought out in terms of retaining the heritage and social values of the old jetty,
whilst using contemporary design.

Maintenance schedule and costs
Concept is fine.
Wheelchair access/support
coffee shop

a giant squid
history of it being built and its use over the years, also the
nothing to add
impact it had to open up the region

Would like to see a T piece on the end of the jetty
Would like large cleaning table with salt water deck
wash. One diving platform and one fishing landing
would be good.

Push the boss off the very end, well past the concept
length

Railings on both sides makes fishing difficult and
encourages people to climb over and/or jump from

There may be some scope to recognise the jetty in terms
of how it was the separation point for aboriginal people
in terms of entering the town centre.

Highly recommend another platform midway for
the fishing / swimming diving activities.
Opportunity for boats to tender along side. More
than one fish cleaning station. Plenty of seating and
shelters. Seats to fish from instead of having to
bend right down to sit on jetty (particular for the
elderly). Access to drive small vehicle to transport
dive gear to end of jetty.

Most of the Jetty was free of railing on on side..preferred.
Would like to see shops and eateries. Should
incorporate another small marine harbour which helps to
prevent erosion of coast together with submerged reef to
prevent further wasted money.

Support

Support
Support
Support

Im in tourism and we need to move forward

No

Water taps along the length of the Jetty

We need a jetty

No

Support

Although it's not as long as the original it looks good

Fishing off the jetty before it closed & Sammy the Seal

Support
Support
Support

It appears everything needed has be included in the design.

no

Yes probably but I like the design
Facilities to allow people to buy food or drinks on
the jetty
Fish cleaning area

It’s the best if old and new

Draft Concept Design for the Replacement Jetty ‐ Open Ended Responses
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Support

I like the dive platform, the fishing area and the length.

Support

Support

Can one section part be strengthened glass so you can look at the water below? I know they do this type
of bridge work in China and it is really great. I like your idea of having something that tells the story of the
first jetty and how it was made

Support

Fishing with the little kids, one in the pram making a huge Have little bolted rings in the edges to tie dogs and
mess of fishing line entangling himself arms and legs all
kids onto when you want to stop and sit or fish for
kicking.
a while.

Visiting Esperance for the first time and walking/fishing
along the jetty. looking out to lucky bay/ Frenchman's
Peak and Woody Island Swimming through the jetty for
the Australia Day swim thru

shelters along the jetty perhaps with historical
photographs included (similar to toilets along the
foreshore) fish cleaning station historical points of
interest and species of birds/ fish which may be
found near the jetty snorkeling trail as much
original timber from the existing jetty to be used!!
a public piece of art perhaps at the end of the jetty
(diver or fisherman)

No I don't sorry.

I would like one section to be of strengthened glass
so you can see the water below. China has built
bridges out of strengthened glass and they are
really great. It showcases the environment and is a
fantastic concept and brings in tourism. It would be
great to view the water and fish below just by
walking on the section of strengthened glass bridge.

No

Seating ++, art and sculpture, history journey,
swimming ramp?

Not really

Seats Lights Place to fish and clean fish Tourism
features like the recent foreshore ones

Support
Support

We need a jetty

Support

Having a jetty of any sort that can be used is important

Easy for everyone to use, for walking, fishing,
diving, swimming, just leisure

Support

we simply need a jetty, get on with it please.

definitely access. Tourism feature, include some
fact sheets and information about the jetty and it's
history places to access for fishing, as well as
supports like fresh water and the table for gutting
and cleaning the fish caught. seating out on the
jetty lighting on the jetty safety rails for extra
peace of mind for parents.

Support

Looks good, seems to cover the needs of lots of different users.

Support

not really

fishing
Fishing. Walking
Long walks & fishing late at night.

Easy access for all Accessible to fishing and diving
Safe
it needs to be 150 mtrs longer
No answer
Nothing.

Memories of fishing with Dad as a child, walking/bike
riding the full length and then snorkelling down the
bottom platform on calm days

Put cross bars all the way along like in pic A which
will make it look like the original, lighting on the
jetty so you can dish at night

grow up on the jetty

this new jetty needs to be at least 500 mtrs long

Wedding photos taken on and under the jetty

Support
Support
Support

It looks great and is very much a usable jetty
Looks good, seems to fit the brief. Doesn't remind me of women's sanitary goods.

Support

It is more like the original jetty and is more practical for fishing and diving

Support
Support
Draft Concept Design for the Replacement Jetty ‐ Open Ended Responses
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Support

Design incorporates historic look of the jetty ‐ only misgiving is that the jetty is not as long as the old jetty

Support

It shows the spirt of the old tanker jetty.its not an ultra modern concept which would look out of place.

Support
Support

I think at the end of the day most people just want a usable jetty

Support

Love the timber deck section and we all miss our jetty. When can we start building it

Support
Support

No

The old jetty was a place for scuba divers
,fishermen ,and a place to go to be on the water
for stress relief.sometimes it's nice to go out on to
it on a storm just to let the s..t off life blow away.
Perhaps consider these things in your planing.

Diving fishing sailing around it walking the length of it and
Are the underwater sections of the pylons staying
photographing it over the 44 years I have lived in
with all the sea life on them??
Esperance
Fishing and walking the full length of the jetty

Use as much of the old timber as possible, may be
a section of the old jetty left in the new one

We definitely need something for the Older people of town to go and Fish, and it keeps them Active, and
interested in Life

Support
Support
Support

I am more than happy with the concept design that
has been put forward. It strikes a good balance on
accessibility and capturing the historic look of the
tanker jetty. The length just needs to be increased
to match that of the existing jetty.

I think we need to build it 150mtrs longer
If this design goes ahead then a swimming platform
needs to be installed at the beach end

If the premiss is to demolish the existing then this is the best alternative

Support
Support

No answer

Support

It is good to be going forward and get over this stalemate. We all have our ideal but make it financially
achievable in the immediate future and reference the historic cultural importance in as many ways as
aesthetically possible. I would like to see an additional lower level caged swimming area so people and
particularly children and teenagers can activate the space as a place to jetty jump etc. Make it long enough
to encourage the more warry lap swimmers. Streaky bay has a similar set up. Put shelters on them that are
made as quadrants and that way you can sit out of the wind from every angle and further enjoy being out
on the jetty in all conditions ‐ happy to share design idea of these with designers... PS you will never please
everyone ‐ just make it happen!

Draft Concept Design for the Replacement Jetty ‐ Open Ended Responses

No answer

Still think a plan should include future cruise ship
Birth facility .
Shade shelters for fishing area

designed multipurpose useful shelters from every
wind direction ‐ can discuss idea with architects
lower swimming platform and caged lap swim etc
for jetty jumping and safe swimming
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Support

My recollection is attending one of the many meetings
about the jetty at the Civic Centre and the majority of the
people concerned about the destruction of the jetty were
the elders in our community. My thoughts were where
are the younger people in the community, it is all oldies
lobbying to save the jetty. They feel passionate about
this jetty as their fathers and grandfathers may have
worked, repaired or help build the jetty, plus it was their
playground growing up in Esperance. I was so proud of
Do I have a choice, ideally I would Like the old jetty restored, but accept we are going to have a new one. these people as they decided to pick up the baton and
fight for this dear old girl.(jetty I mean). Years ago when I
Rather than demolish the old jetty I would like to see it rot slowly, until we are only left with bits like the
moved to town, I even remember Barry Stearne forming
pieces at Castletown. As like many I am concerned about the damage to the sea life which has made the
More wood, less concrete, more length
underwater jetty home for the past hundred years. I feel lthat are no different to the loggers that just clear a committee to start looking after the jetty as they could
see that it was not being cared for the way it should have.
the rainforest in Indonesia in parts. There has only been minimal discussion about the below sea life,
How proud I am of the elders in our community who
everybody is focusing on the bits they can see and how we can inject money into the community.
tried desperately to save our old jetty. This should be
acknowledged in a very positive way. I hate this constant
negative talk of the jetty dividing our community. I never
saw it as a division, it was just all sorts of people with
different opinions about our jetty, but it was mainly the
elders in our community who should have been enjoying
their retirement who took up the baton to save our jetty,
had meetings initiated discussion etc. This recollection is
well worth preserving

Support

At least it is a move in the right direction. The idea of saving the old jetty has been left far too late so we
need to do something. I do feel that the jetty needs to be 100 metres longer than the plan.

Support

I like the reference to the original Jetty with the historic component and the reference to rail tracks, but
like also that it is practical for fishing and other recreational activities.

Support

Still want the jetty to exist

Support

You are honoring the past with the wood decking giving the length and being able to maintain the new
jetty

Support

Looks like a good compromise

Support

It seems to cover most of the requirements

Support

I think it will cater to a diversity of users.

Draft Concept Design for the Replacement Jetty ‐ Open Ended Responses

I have very special memories of diving under the jetty. I
was involved in building the artificial reef. It would be
nice to have some under water shots to showcase some
of the marine life that exists or at least did exist.

Definitely wheelchair and go‐far friendly. Lots of
places to sit and an open staircase ( not a ladder)
that goes into the water so that divers can easily
come out of the water.

Nothing additional

Some seating at various positions. I would love to
see an ocean pool in Esperance, if not at the Jetty
then somewhere near to Andrew or James St.

Diving platform good. No to overload with
Fishing with children. Riding bike, walking along the jetty.
commercial businesses. Relaxed seating as
Coffee on Sunday morning
enjoyed previously
Displaying and keeping as much history that is
Walking along the length of the jetty. Glad you are
possible and affordable. Great idea of shops at the
making it long with possibility of making it longer
end
I noticed that use for cruise ships was in the list if
desired outcomes but couldn’t see anything about
that in the draft concept drawings
I used to enjoy walking on it and watching other users,
especially the young fishermen
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Support

It looks good and we just need to get this done

Support
Support

We need a jetty, but make it longer in the middle section

Support
Support
Support

I support the concept as I am sick of seeing our beloved Jetty rotting away into the ocean. I miss going for
a walk out there & having a fish

Lots of great memories fishing with my Dad and then my
I just hope the lighting is good and the jetty
kids fishing from here. Just enjoying walks along the jetty
hopefully can’ be easily vandalised
were special. I am glad the new one isn’t too short

It's always good to keep a record of our history

It is only 400m long, should be longer. Use some of the original wood for the first section near the
headland. At least preserving some of the old jetty. Just get on with reconstruction
It seems to cover most of the concerns of the community. I would've liked it to be 100m longer and there
has been an opportunity lost for a facility for small boats to tie up to for recreation. However this is quite
an acceptable draft.

Maybe more benches
I used to walk with elderly people on the Jetty,
there needs to be seating along the length so you
can stop and rest
Is there lights for night fishing
A lower level small boat mooring facility.

Support

It looks reasonable and better then nothing

Nothing special but who doesn’t love walking out on a
jetty. Never been to a town with a jetty and NOT walked
on it to the end.

Support

We need a jetty, the longer this goes on the less chance there is that I will see another jetty in Esperance

No answer

Support

It incorporates timber in first 75m in an historically aesthetic way. It looks strong, durable and able to be
more easily maintained. The length of the jetty though not ideally as long is adequate. Looks good. A few No ‐ Sammy the seal was always a favourite
extra touches with timber seating would be great

Maybe a fishing platform closer to the water
accessed by steps maybe halfway out the length.
As well as fishing from the top. Flensing deck like
on the old jetty design.
More attractive, current plans look very clinical
Recycled, comfortable wooden seating, some with
windbreaks. Fish and chip shop on headland area
with some souvenirs for sale. Lighting that has
more of a heritage loook, more detail on them, not
just plain posts and round lights

Support

Looks okay, it is better than nothing at all

The interpretive rail inlay is worthless and could result in
premature deterioration of the deck. Historic section A
should provide effective exclusion of feral pigeons, i.e.
nesting sites and roosting areas

Support

because it should be replaced making sure that it doesnt look retarded as it looks now

ablsouloutely nuthin

Support

The old jetty is a safety hazard and needs to be removed ASAP

No answer

It will be good to get on with putting a replacement jetty in place as we have procrastinated for far too
long already.

I have lived in Esperance since 1965 and whilst not a
fisherman I enjoyed the opportunity to walk along the
jetty and feel the breeze in my face. Watching the trains
travel the jetty and the fuel boats moored alongside are
enduring memories.

Support

only because Id like to have seen old jetty kept in good repair

I worked as a wharfie a couple of times, the ships used to
tie up at the jetty for us to clean out & fumigate, but
That all looks to be covered
most memories are of fishing with the kids

Support

Town needs a jetty, part of Esperance history, and longer, will steel and concrete last 80 years plus

No answer

Support

We need a jetty
Without being spectacular it looks strong and reasonably aesthetic. It should create its own reputation as
a tourist drawcard as well as fill a good recreational purpose

Support

Support

Draft Concept Design for the Replacement Jetty ‐ Open Ended Responses

The dive platform is good. Bus shelter type wind
break and seating on the jetty head. Provision of
rubbish bins, fish cleaning table, life saving rings
nnnnnnnnnnaaaaaaaaaahhhhhhhhhhhhhh
Maybe provide access for the transfer boats when
cruise vessels visit port instead of current transfers
at Taylor Street
It would be great to see a new jetty be a similar
length to the original but I am also aware that costs
to the ratepayers and community are major factors
influencing any decisions.

No answer
Easy for people to use

No, apart from taking my young son (now 4)) fishing on
the old jetty

Nothing, let these things evolve
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Support

This jetty should be the full length of the old jetty we are building something for 2060 not 2018 for
forward Esperance growth. I would support that the tourist office be brought to the headland as a first
contact for tourist into town, also a charge for going onto the jetty small but a charge eg $1 or $2 dollar
per person or $25 per year to help with upkeep and long term replacement. A small railway track build
into the beck not a trip hassed so as miny trains can run up and down when cruise ship drop passage of by
tender at the end.

In the 1990 will manager a motel near by this old jetty
had people fishing about 1 metre apart all the way from
about 30 metre from the headland to the end. Cars were
parked in both car parks and on the Esplanade to ocean
Blues and up Belfour st during the Xmas and Easter
Holidays. So more length on the jetty is required if it to
cater to 2060+.

Support

Can't see why three design when historic plan looks great all way also led lights full length

Early pioneers who used it to work and fish

I f eel the design has tried to incorporate the history of the old jetty. However I believe the old Jetty
should be refurbished.

Jetty needs to be commercialised to create an
The exporting of bagged wheat from the Jetty . My father income. Should incorporate an underwater viewing
was one of the workers doing this work.
platform. A kioiosk ,manned by volunteers
between 8.00 am and 5.00 pm to collect fees

Seats could be donated by family have name on
seat

Support

Support

i would prefer a longer jetty if finance allow even if
the extension beyond the proposed lenth is
narrower.

Support

Design seems a reasonable compromise. Modern materials, lower maintainance, hopefully longer life,
somewhere for retirees and others to find a satisfying and healthy recreation that adds to their welfare
and diet, and a touch of the old structure to keep in touch with the past.

My first cigarette on the beach under the jetty when I
was about ten. The brand was "Turf", and that was a
good description of the taste! Boarding ships tied up at
the jetty and scoring a feed from the galley on one
occasion. Not sure you would want to showcase these
though.

Support

The Jetty needs to be replaced! It has been for many years an icon of Esperance.

Many nights spent walking along the jetty, socializing
with young and old fishing.

Support
Support

The concept is easily usable for fishing and diving by locals and tourists

Support

The design of the jetty ticks all the boxes for me and time has come to move forward

Support

Support

You did a great job on the foreshore, the jety at the moment is like a broken branch on a tree ‐ get it done

Support

The old jetty has had it. The town needs a jetty, it is great for fishing, walking and tourism

Support

I support general design except a need is required on fishing section to allow for all weather condition

Draft Concept Design for the Replacement Jetty ‐ Open Ended Responses

No
Have recollections of plenty of fishing off the old jetty as
long as there will be enough space to accommodate all
the fishers

I miss the jetty very much, spent a lot of time there.
Great for tourists, families and kids

I don't believe he use of parts of the old jetty
would be of any used. The question of heritage
should not be considered as the old timber is now
in a very poor condition and serves not perpose.
Items all covered
It needs to be attractive for people to be able to
walk the length as was so popular before
I would like a full length jetty but will settle for
what we get. I think you should make provision for
service vehicles and ambulances to be able to turn
around when ever the need arises or reverse all
the way back

I feel the inlaid steel track to interpret the original railway
Materials and their ability to withstand the
is a folly and a waste of money. We all know what a
elements is most critical. Let's hope it lasts as long
railway track looks like and it will be shown on the
as the old jetty.
proposed illustrations
There should be a T section on end of jetty to cater
No answer
for fishing public to give them better access to all
wind conditions
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Is there other materials say rather than stainless
steel or high grade plastics which should be used
for long life

It needs to be done and looks similar than before

Would be lovely if there is a place at the end for even
small ships to tie up for a little while

Support

In the event that the jetty is to be replaced then this has some of the requirements to make it acceptable.
My first preference has always been to maintain'keep the old jetty, sadly the shire has opposed this since
day 1.

Of the 250m fishing jetty I strongly recommend
that at least 350m access to the jetty edge and this
Many happy times herring fishing off the jetty with family should be at least 1.5 metres wide. For example
175m x 1.5m each side, or better still 200m x 1.5m
and meeting the many and varied visitors to the town
on the north side and all the 250m fully open on
from around Australia and the world while doing so
the south side. Also there must be a fish cleaning
statin at least 5m with fresh water available

Support
Support
Support

It acknowledges what the old jetty is but is more cost effective than restoration
An acceptable compromise for accepting a plan for the jetty replacement
Support

Support

Esperance needs a jetty. This design meets all needs and also allows for ongoing maintenance in the
future.

Support

No answer

Support

Enjoyed walking the length of it
A showcase of the jetty's history
Great memories
I have lived in Esperance for 58 years and have many
happy memories of the jetty. It has always had a huge
significance to the history of Esperance.
No answer

No answer
Walking

I think user accessibility for everyone is paramount
No answer

Support

We need a jetty

No answer

We would like to see tourist boats come and berth
at this jetty. The end of the jetty should be
strongly built and well lit for this to happen. Have
tourists arrive away from wharf and industrial
activities. This will boost our town and make it
more user friendly. It can be done!

Support

Because we need a net jetty and this looks similar to the old one with some added extras

No answer

Need some rils on the diving platform for security.
Just for holding onto for balance

On paper, looks close to meeting needs of local requests, as well as providing attractions to our declining
number of once regular visitors. The new /virginal grey nomads visiting our town remain disappointed to
see this icon looking neglected..Therefore action is required swiftly

Yes;visiting a submarine @ end of the jetty Teenage sons
fishing/squidding @ early hours of the morning. Learning
independence Further information & education of
fishing by Lions Club Photography projects capturing
town and yachting in appropriate season History of what
role rail played Oil&fuel discharge to depot

Any indication of water depth and have relevant
signage. Encouragement for scuba diving, using
artificial reef Water safety tickets/certificates to
be used by Scouts/cadets/life saving/

Support

Support
Support

looks like a good combination
not really
I feel thsi way because we have to move forward with this ASAP. The town needs a jetty and opposing this
No answer
concept design would only cause further long delays

wheel chair access
No answer

Support

I used to dive off the old jetty (James Street) when I was a
kid. I caught my first fish off the new jetty (tanker) when The odd seat for sitting for elderly walkers. No
I would like to see an artist's impression of the jetty in its entirety. Otherwise I like what I see, especially
the diving platform. The kids will love that. I hope the fishing platform is big enough for the visitors during I ws 8 or 9. I held the bamboo rod for dad while he rolled skateboards. Lighting for night time fishing.
Cleaning table.
a cigarette. I caught 3 fish whilst he rolled one cig. The
the school holidays. We used to have fights over the 75m mark.
shed was there then (1945/46)

Support

Would prefer it to be longer and if money becomes available in the future maybe lengthen it and possibly
have an underwater viewing area. But we need a jetty built now. Like the design as it is.

No, the draft concept is very good

No answer

Support

I feel it is a great model for the replacement of the old jetty

No

Taking into account that it needs to be family and
tourist friendly

Support

I like the idea of the new jetty and keeping the historic value in the sections. Great for fishing, walking and
No answer
promote tourism

Draft Concept Design for the Replacement Jetty ‐ Open Ended Responses

Hopefully there will be cameras installed
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Support

It appears to be a reasonable compromise between the preferred option of an all timber jetty and an ultra
No answer
slick kitchy design which was first mooted

More timber decking and less concrete. Consider
maintenance and upkeep of the structure, ongoing
costs, and make provision for this from the time it
is completd
It should also include a swimming area closer to
shore for families to enjoy. You have done such a
great job with the headland to accomodate
faimlies i really think a swimming pontoon
attached to the jetty closer to shore would be used
a lot. It would be even better if it could be enclosed
(to keeps sharks and nasties) like the jetty at
streaky bay in S.A.

I support the concept but would like more of the original strucutre and for there to be a swimming
platform closer to shore for kids

community, families and history. Three tings i feel our
shire have forgotten about and disregarded with this
whole process.

Support

I think it is a great balance of history and new.

I would have liked to see a lower deck for fishing. If
I know my kids will say watching the fisherman clean their there was one thing I didn't like was the smell and
fish and give the scraps to Mr Seal.
sight of old fish bait and the stains of squid ink
when walking on the jetty.

Support

Looks pretty good...could see room for improvements but that may not be within budget

Support

Support

I like the modern vibe. It’s all inclusive. I like the one we had but were not going to have one the same so
let’s just get on with the job and get it built.

Support

It would be great to see it longer, but I understand finances restrict this.

I think more shared and varied licences for food
vans in the area will inject more life into the space.
The shire restrictions on food vans are ludicrous
I liked the length. I think having the cruise ships being
able to disembark on the jetty would be a good thing.
People won’t use tenders therefore it’s a missed
economical factor for our region.

Obviously fishing. Also the disembarking of the
ships.

Support

Looks like it has addressed the needs of the majority of the community ie divers, fishers, historic interest
etc

Ease of access for people in wheelchairs. It is
Not quite the jetty itself, but Berryls Eats was a big part of
possible to include any of the old timbers? Access
my youth and night jetty walks! Fond memories! And of
for fishing and diving. Facilities to clean fish.
course Sammy the Seal!
Swiming platforms, similar to Busselton jetty.

Support

I think it’s achieving a result, maybe not the ideal design but it has length and incorporating some aspects
of the original design.

Fishing and playing on the jetty as a child 35‐45 years ago.

Incorporating more of the old design and actual
timber across a longer length of the jetty.
Use as much as possible from the old jetty, even if
they are only features. Let local artists do
something that's worthy for the history of the
jetty, with the old timbers

Support

I want that something happens! It is a disgrace to look at the old lady (jetty)

No answer

Support

Just want have a jetty again!

Always remember fishing off the old jetty and seeing it
packed with tourists

Support
Support
Support

We need a jetty now build it as soon as possible
Blend of old and new ‐ sensible design

No answer

Support

A disgrace that the jetty problem hs gone on for such a long time.

No answer

Support

Better than the one we have

Just good memories

Draft Concept Design for the Replacement Jetty ‐ Open Ended Responses

No answer
The rail inlays are unnecessary and could prove to
be a safety factor. Seating that is fixed should be
installed so elderly people can use the jetty and be
comfortable
Small train for summer time. Solar lights
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Support

Support

because i think that the shire should keep some of the old jetty

Support

Its a nice way to mix the old with the new. Although I'm a bit concerned about the structure for the
original part the jetty as of the condition of is degrading

Support

there are some feature that people and I would like to see and would be able to do fishing and other
activities that other people can do

Support

Designs are good but from an engineering side however i want to see more in depth thought into the
materials used for the construction of the bridge. Also id look into how easily parts or sections can be
replaced if damaged and durability of each material.

Support

It appears to fulfill the parameters given and the needs of the community

Support

A jetty is norti for fishing and catching blue crabs.

fishing at night

no, i do not have any special memories.

No answer
Eating Berrels and catching a swimmer crab with scazzy
boy.

Seating For the Elderly a Water Fountain May be or
allow a Coffee Take Away Van to sell Coffee and
Burgers at the End Of the Jetty
i think that u should take the concrete out of the
path connecting the jetty and put the old wood
there

there could be a diving platform for if people
would like to dive of the jetty and if there are spots
for people where if your fishing and you can put
your items there and wouldn't be affected by the
weather conditions.
The only thing i can see that id question is the
materials used as well as footings. If this jetty is
going to be long term council should look into
more details
No answer
Have some food vans and don't tax them shit loads
for being there you fools.

Support

Support

Much better design than first offering. Design is more sympathetic to original design, dive platform is a
good idea. Only complaint is that it is much shorter than current jetty.

Fishing, Sammy to Seal

Incorporate a range of textures, so not just long
stretches of concrete‐ use some timber features or
save some of the original timbers of the old jetty
and preserve these by encasing within a clear liquid
resin that sets hard, or within a heavy duty acrylic
case, to prevent further deterioration and then
inlay these panels randomly amongst the concrete
surface.

Support

The designs are fine. I just think we could do something better than a jetty to bring in tourists.

It was pretty to look at and photograph, and was nice to
have Sammy the Seal hanging out with people on the
foreshore.

I think Council need have considered everything.
Now just take a leadership role and deliver it
without overconsulting the community.

Plenty ‐ none the shire would consider important

Materials of construction need careful
consideration. By appropriately qualified people.
Aesthetics vs durability ‐ timber handrails? Inlaid
steel rail simulation ‐ good concept ‐ see first point.
Steal balustrade ‐ strainless.

Support

The old jetty as beautiful as it was has reached its use by date. It needs to be replaced ‐ history.
Something will be better than the alternative ‐ nothing. Build it and they will come ‐ don't and the locals
will condemn council. The replacement jetty must be in its current location

Support
Support

Draft Concept Design for the Replacement Jetty ‐ Open Ended Responses
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Because it meets both the needs of the people who want to tare down the jetty and those who wish to
preserve the jetty in its original state

None that i have, I have only been resident in Esperance
for 4 years.

Perhaps there should be a platform for small water
born vessels like dinghy or rowboats to moor up to
to enable a wider variety of use of the new Jetty
design. This would enable a better use of squid
fishing and perhaps tours can commence from the
tanker jetty in the future, enabling shops to open
on the waterfront.

Support
Support
Support
Support

It has a modern design and different sections
because your actually doing something about it...?
I want a jetty

the seals that would come when fishing
nah

add a place to dive of the end
I dunno

Support

because we need a new jetty that will suit our town

Support

Support
Support

The reason I feel this way is because I grew up with the tanker jetty and have many memories there. I
want the new jetty as historical as possible but I also want it to be a place loved by the community in the
future
looks cool
because your fuckin idiots for letting it deteriorate in the first place fix your mistake bitch

Support

I like the new design, however, it needs to be longer...

Support

Make sure there are stations to clean the jetty in
Seeing sammy the seal and relaxing on the jetty while my
case there are any incidents and having easy access
brother was catching squid
to the water
Maybe that families would walk over it at night time

The council needs to consider the old and young

sammy seal memorial
dumping my mothers ashes over the side

lots of safety stuff eg rails seats etc
Need rubbish and recycling bins along the jetty for
people who get food and then walk along

Support
Support

It's dope

Support

Fishing

Tourism is a big factor, help bring that factor back

fishing down the end

using the old original jetty as the start making it an
icon for people to walk down
Some food stalls because it would be a trek to walk
all the way back when you forget your sauce

Support

Looks pretty sick, hope it has lots of seats

Do activities for young adults on the jetty

Support

looks good

Support

It includes aspects to suit what most people wanted in the jetty.

sunset fish and chips. sunset fishing.
Sammy the seal, the jetty’s birthday from around 13
years ago

Support

Simple, effective to needs of community. Recognizes history. Need to make sure the upkeep will last as
long as possible with cost effective maintenance solutions.

Walking along jetty while waiting for dinner from Beryls.

Support

Just glad to see a new jetty being built (have been frustrated at community groups delaying it with
protests towards the shire) and the proposed design looks good to me. Mainly I just want a jetty to walk
along and fish off and will be good for tourists. I don't have any attachment to the historic jetty.

Simple things like lots of bins, seats out of the way
No. Only been in town about five years although I like the
of where people will fish, wider head to facilitate
proposed information about the historic jetty to be
fishing and photos, rails not too high to prohibit
included on the new one.
kids to fish over.

Support

I like the design. On one condition, at least salvage 35‐50% at best of the original jetty.

Support

Because it gives the people a wider variety of uses.

make it pretty please.
Easier access to lower levels of the jetty for people
with impaired mobility.
Plenty of room for multiple people at fish cleaning
stations. Safety ropes, lights, bouys etc. all along
the length.

Support
Support
Support

Draft Concept Design for the Replacement Jetty ‐ Open Ended Responses

Kids fishing with their mates on the weekend. That was
our childhood and sill the best part about going to the
smaller jetties here.

Consider how far away the diving platform and the
fishing area are from each other. Looks great
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Support

Support

Support

Support
Support

it looks great and I’m all for getting a jetty again!

A few slight changes could make it better

I really want to see as much of the old timber used as
possible. Perhaps have local artists create some pieces to
be displayed?
No

Some stool for the fisherman to sat on which could
looks like a mushroom anchor. Maybe some long
view or binnacle to look for whales during the
migration season. Benches to sat on.

The design is good and i like all the input into it to be a useful recreational jetty

Looks like everyone has listened, incorporated something for everyone, I especially like the idea of the
board walk being made out of the old Jetty
Needs to be longer for 5

Make sure there is plenty of lighting on both sides
of the jetty, shelter from rain or wind would be
nice and toilet at the end

No answer

Needs yellow light not bright white. Longer

Support

I like the looks but think it would be beneficial for the town if the jetty was made longer so the cruise ships
No
could dock onto it

Use wood to frame the top so it looks more natural
than with steel only. Build ladders in intervals to
make it safe (just in case somebody falls into the
water) and give kayaks the chance to enter the
jetty from the water

Support

Longer would be better

Fish cleaning station Seating along the length of
jetty Rubbish bins on jetty

Support
Support

ESC won't fix the present jetty so the concept is next best option.

Support

I feel the concept design ticks all the boxes, it caters for a wide range of uses while giving a view of the
historical value of the original jetty.

My only memories of the jetty are much the same as
everyone else’s , I have wonderful memories of fishing
there and walking with family along the jetty

Safety should be the number one consideration,
ladders and life rings

Support

i support the concept but using as much of the existing jetty that can be salvaged

The design should be done in such a way that we
can add onto it in the future if possible. Add length,
structures etc. The design should incorporate as
much of the old jetty as possible.

Support

The plans look great but there could be more of the first original part? Otherwise I’m completely happy to
just get a new jetty that is more like the original. Better than the first proposed plan 👍

Maybe a cube safe area for if leaving personal
items while swimming at the end of the diving area

Support
Sammy the seal

Sloping deck to start of jetty should be inclusive of
all ‐ prams, wheelchairs, reduced mobility.

The only thing would be good to have cruise ship being able to dock at the jetty

No have not been on the jetty for over 30 years

Cruise ship docking

I feel the new concept jetty design is great and covers all aspects for the use of the jetty from the history
through to fishing,diving and just a good old stroll.

Beryls, Sammy were good memories

Design already covers everything

Support

Neither feel strongly for or against, simply want a useable jetty that supports local and tourist needs.

Support

Seems a sensible balance of replacing the old with something with the potential to last longer. There are
projects I might prefer to see funded‐‐such as a walk like the Bibbulmun track, between Hopetoun and
Munglinup‐ish. However, I understand the jetty has been significant in the life of local people.

Support
Support
Support

Draft Concept Design for the Replacement Jetty ‐ Open Ended Responses
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Support

Because so much money and time has already been wasted and now the old jetty is falling apart.

So many memories of running ,walking ,fishing, jumping
in at the end climbing back up underneath, days spent
there on holidays when we came to Esperance as
children. Then moving to Esperance and watching my
children doing all the same things. So so many.😂😪😪

Support

Because it looks wonderful and caters for everyone

Not really

Whatever you think, as you are better qualified
than I am

Grew up here, want a jetty
Stable, modern but hint of old design

Love for fishing

No answer

Sammy the seal

accommodate activities like fishing and diving
marine tours

Support
Support
Support
Support
Support
Support
Support

Just add a bit more length.

because its good
because

Support
Support

it looks good and would be as good as a replacement as we will ever get.

i think the council should give some of the good
wood still left of the old jetty and give it to some
local sculptists/artists and have them create new
sculptures to place on the new jetty.

Support

I would like to think the jetty could/should be the same length as the orginal followimg the exact foot print
that the jetty stands now

Try to incorporate as much history and incorporate
as much of the old jetty as possible

Support

Supporting the design so something gets built

No

Support
Support

looks to cover a range of purposes , traditional design for the modern age
Not worried

no
N/A

Support

Like the design but would just like it to be longer

Family fishing and jetty jumping

Support

Looks good, has good functionality aspects‐walking,fishing,diving etc) could be longer still!

Spent many a day/night walking up the jetty with an ice
cream or fish and chips. Checking for Sammy along the
way

Looks good as is, if adhered too

Support

Something needs to be done ASAP but disappointed it couldn’t be the same length as the old one.

Support

Like it but would be nice to see it be the original length not a shorter version and may allow a cafe or
something cafateria like built at the entrance

Sammy

Make sure its wide enough and good seating for
young children and the elderly

Miss having our jetty and like it back asap

Fishing, a good cleaning bay out on water

Support

Support

Support
Support
Support
Support
Support

Knock the old jetty down and leave it on the sea
floor so there is good structure for fish life
underwater lighting for night dives
Longevity
Wash down area for fish, lighting, wheelchair, bike
and pram friendly.

Functional ‐ spending time there as a family
It seems to be functional and what the people asked for originally. Sadly not to length but happy it is not
just a token jetty

Draft Concept Design for the Replacement Jetty ‐ Open Ended Responses

No

Concept seems sound
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Support

It has features that nod towards the very original (diving platform). Need to move forward and get
something

Support

Any jetty is better than no jetty

Support

I like the design but not what it is made of. Concrete & Wood will only last around 30 years, and will need
hundreds of thousands of dollars in up keep during that period. If it was made of recycled plastic or a
compeset material, the jetty would need minimal maintenance, but still keeping the look that everyone is
happy with, and re‐using plastic that would otherwise potentially end up in landfill.

The diving platform

Reusing jetty timbers for bench seats/furniture.
Would like to see a section of the original jetty
erected at the entry of the jetty for people to walk
under and has all the history on the pylons for
people to read

In the nearly 20 years that I have lived here, I have only
been on the jetty a few times. I nearly made it to the fish There should be a separate deck for kids to swim
cleaning tables as I felt unsafe on the jetty and could even off of closer to the beach, but away from anyone
feel it moving back then. As a disabled person. I hope to fishing. Seating for those that want or need to sit.
take my gofer on the new jetty all the way to the end.

I'm over waiting, waiting, wsiting for something to be done. A decision made by a past Shire has helped
destroy our Jetty. Although I love the old girl and all the memories. It's time to do something.

Not really but the Jetty was one of the first things I saw
on my arrival here many years ago and the first thing I
visited. I'm sure it must be the same for many.

Make sure there is access for all to the jetty. Make
sure that there is enough space for all abilities,
ages and special needs to fish. Make sure that the
sea dragons that have returned to the jetty are
disturbed as little as possible. Let people know that
they are there.

I like the 3 different sections for the jetty. I think it addresses the different uses by the community. I like
the interpretive nodes and I also like the idea of a dive platform which is something we didn't have before

Walks with my children and family. Fishing on the jetty
with my family. Eating fish and chips on the jetty or
something from Beryl's eats. I love the aspect of being on
the water.

It is only one little thing I would like to change and
that is I would prefer having timber balustrades on
both sides. The steel is not historic, it was just put
there to replace the timber that has broken down

Support

Better than having no jetty at all

Miniature train to take passengers out along the
Train track down the middle from when they used to
offload goods from ships. Fishing with friends and family ‐ jetty and some shops where you can buy drinks
and icecreams as well as supply diving/fishing gear
especially family from interstate and overseas

Support

We need jetty. It looks very nice and practical. I don't see 8o year old wood as anything but old wood that
has rotted. Time to replace it.

No . I just miss being able to walk or fish there on a nice
summer night.

Not qualified to make any suggestions. Maybe
some bench seating

Support

It seems to be a functional design, with the community able to use it much like the previous structure

No answer

No answer

Support

GREAT CONCEPT LETS GET ON WITH IT.

Support

Support

Support

Support

Just go for it. In my opinion do the whole lot as the fishing section (all concrete)

No answer

JUST BUILD A JETTY.
I don’t fish but the jetty must meet the demands of
families who fish I just take grandkids for walks on
the jetty
No answer

Support

Looks like somethng that withstand the time in future and cater for all community and tourists.

No

No comment

Support

It's just that not having a jetty is costing local businesses money

Does not worry me ‐ we just need a jetty

Diving, fishing, walking (exercising) in general

Support

I am saddened that the shire has let the jetty fall into such disrepair over the years and now it is forced to
replace it. So much money wasted

Walking on the jetty, riding bikes out there

Support

No answer

No answer

Support

I feel this way because of my age, because my dad brought me to Esperance 72 years ago and it was the
first time I had seen the sea and we camped near the sandhill with the local aboriginal people

As above and when we came down each Christmas
holidays we caught fish to eat off it

I like the design as it is outlined

No opinion

think we should leave the jetty how it is

no

dont touch it

Support
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It would be wonderful to have a berth for cruise
ships. And more cafes etc.
I think it would be better if it was longer to
accommodate cruise ships
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No opinion
No opinion
No opinion
No opinion

just want a jetty
I feel like there should be more community local art, I like how they are keeping the history, but the local
art would be a big boost

No opinion
No opinion
No opinion

hoses and fish cleaning gear
Maybe locate the fishing more at the end, I'm sure
people don't want to walk past the smell of fish
halfway through the walk.

‐fishing ‐long walks

No opinion

Concept in general is good although more original don't tinker needs to be utilised

No opinion

The designs are fine I guess but I am over this issue because of how long this has been dragging on and
have basically lost interest in the replacement (or non‐replacement) of the jetty.

No opinion

sammy the seal
No, I am new to Esperance, but I've been here for 2 years,
and the town evolves around the old jetty, I think they
should involve more parts and artifacts from the old jetty
into the new one.

I feel there is to much metal and concrete, not enough wood to be in line with the old jetty.

No answer

Staggered handrail (as per detail of fishing end)
needs to be both sides. Access to timber to use for
making garden art or furniture.

Not being a big water person, I loved to walk out a long
way as a youngster to enjoy the outlook of the water and I am not interested in either diving or fishing. But
to chat with people fishing. That’s why it is important to it’s a great walk out.
have a decent length to the jetty as the original

No opinion

Like everyone else we used to go for walks and fishing of
Have pontoons connected with easy access for
the jetty, so the sooner its rebuilt the better for everyone
divers and similar for fishing.
and the community with tourists visiting the town.

No opinion

The jetty was built to provide Esperance a commercial
gateway to the state and world, this jetty should reflect
this in some way

No opinion
No opinion
No opinion
No opinion
No opinion
No opinion
No opinion
No opinion
No opinion
No opinion

I believe the length should match the original design

Dont particularly want the jetty to be there. Bring it closer towards Andrew St. Extend the jetty off the the
helicopter pad. Incorporate in the design a floating jetty underneath to dissipate the waves or fetch
No
created by winds from the East.
I was at the ceremony of driving in the first pile, for those
I'm worried about any timber use because it is expensive to replace and it's not durable
days it was an important event.
I like all the designs. But it’d be nice to have the wood decking with the 250metre length but still have the
Fishing. Talking to the old fellas while they fish
lower platform

havent seen the look of it
i havent seen them
I do not care what happens to the jetty.

Install landings long the route for swimming and
fishing, similar to what was on the original James
Street jetty which provided a hub for children at
the time
Unsure
I think a toilet out at the end is important. Water
for drinking and fish cleaning
Disembarking for the cruise ships

went fishing

easy access

no

ladders, railing and fishing spots

jumping off the end

No opinion

Jumping off and fishing

No opinion

The trash politics of the local shire.

At the end of the jetty they should put an
underwater area so you can walk under
offer a $50 incentive, always works.

No opinion

i once sprayed the seal with the fish spray water guns

consider all ages
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No opinion

I like the overall idea of the jetty although to add I think the installation of power outlets would come in
handy to charge devices while fishing

A dedication to all the locked does from the uneven
timber.

To say this nicely, people are ignorant. Any design
proposal needs to be spelt out VERY clearly and
have no way of being misinterpreted. Also, it may
be a good idea to highlight the ideas that have
been used that have come directly from public
influence and not the shires initial decision.

No opinion

I think would the curve be going to the left instead of right be better

No answer

More lighting and seating and dredging at end

No opinion

I'm too old to even consider a concept design for the jetty. It just goes in one ear and out the other

No, I just don't want to be bothered

No answer

No opinion
No opinion

No opinion

i think that if they rebuild the jetty it is going to cost a lot of money and it will effect the town in many
ways but i do agree with it as well as it it a great idea and the tanker jetty is esperances star attraction to
no
tourists and now that its fading esperance is losing money because we aren't bringing in that many tourists
any more. so i don't know if i'm for or against it to be honest.

i think they should make a jetty like the Busselton
jetty so make a bus tour so tourists don't have to
walk all the way up to the end and back. they
should definitely make it more attractive. maybe
get people to do nice big morals on it and put lights
underneath the jetty for night time.

No opinion

i hope the jetty burns in water. makes sense doesn't it?

Free WIFI!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

No opinion

Don't care too much what it looks like, just get the thing built!

NOPE
Not really, just a functional jetty and that was a great
asset to the town

Time scale

No opinion
No opinion

It needs to happen but I think the concrete on steel section is too much like a car park. It will be there for
a long time and it's worth making sure it's something we can love. Restore one or two bays to keep as
part of the final jetty as a true link to the past

It needs a better tie in to the historical jetty. Keep
more of the unrestored timbers etc in the jetty
Walks with the kids. Fishing for herring as a kid. Fish and itself, not just as a token like chairs or nodes. Don't
chips at sunset. The cold sea breeze
worry about the fishing, the whole point of fishing
off a jetty is that you just find a spot and fish, we
don't need a special fishing section

No opinion

I would like a jetty with a choice of options for use during different wind directions.

Sitting on jetty with legs over edge enjoying sun, fish and
As long as there are options for wind direction,
a good laugh with my children, grandmother and friends.
places to sit and contemplate life, suitable for
Visitors ALWAYS wanted to go to jetty for a walk and
wheels on prams and gophers.
enjoy the vista.

Oppose

Because I think that we should keep the old Jetty but fence it off to the public, so it is not a hazard but it
can stay there, because it's one of the oldest and most famous landmarks that Esperance has.

No opinion

Oppose
Oppose

Because it should stay as it is, it's about history and the local history for 80 years

Oppose

no historic section. There is already enough of this on the foreshore

Oppose
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fishing
Yeah, fishing and playing with family

to protect marine life
I can't go ahead
Make a shark net going off it so people can
dive/swim in safety
i feel like they should have a part for fishing
Sammy the seal when you could spray him with the hose.
diving/snorkling and jetty jumping.
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Oppose

Feel the design itself is good but needs to be longer and more spots for fishing

Oppose

It's a great multi purpose jetty for divers, fishers and anyone who wants to go for a walk it'll be a great
spot for everyone.

Just taking the kids fishing as it was something simple for
them even when you just through the fish back the
excitement of always catching something there. Also just
nice leisurely walks enjoying the view

More fishing spots, longer in length or option to
extend later on

Oppose

While I do like the appearance of the concept design I would prefer to retain a timber jetty structure in
keeping with the heritage value and significance of our current jetty

Please consider the original plans. This current jetty
has been a major and iconic attraction in our
Rather than interpretation nodes, I'd like to see a
recostructed timber jetty as to the original 1934 structure beautiful Esperance seascape for many years and is
with changes in overall build as it is no longer required to much loved both within our local community and
also our surrounding communities and tourist
carry a train or dock a ship
traffic

Oppose

Even though the concept drawings aren't bad I feel that a the initial part of timber structure would be
great to have the whole way along. It embraces the "old jetty" well.

I think the timber deck it quite important. What is a
Fishing as a kid along the timber jetty sections of the jetty
jetty without timber? I think that it misses the
remains my biggest and favourite memory.
mark. The concept is close to my personal approval.

Oppose

Oppose

Oppose

Oppose
Oppose
Oppose

Length and there's no sustaining a viable business to help fund future up keep of the future jetty not
proposed
Make it the original length!!! More covered areas. Covered area for parking. Small tourist train would be a
fantastic addition or at least some form of transport to assist mobility impaired individuals and/or young
children to get to the end of the jetty. Use of rust proof materials to ensure longevity of use and reduce
long term costs to shire
I believe you are not looking at the bigger picture.A new jetty predominantly made of steel ,to me,is not
sustainable.We will be looking at this same problem in not so many years to come. More timber,similar to
Diving and fishing for a good many years of my childhood,
the original design would be preferable. Why would you inlay railway tracks which would not be used and
,in time,rust?
I feel that the whole structure needs to remain tradition plus the longevity of modern materials is
Sammy the seal and railway
questionable
Want it repaired

Use of lower landings to either side of the jetty for
swimming etc. Tie ups for boat access.ie on lower
landings..
No answer

Oppose

Restore, renew, reinvigorate our heritage, our original unique jetty

Oppose

Concrete simply ugly. Too much over land not sea.

Oppose
Oppose

I have always wanted restoration not replacement.
I dont believe that the full restoration of the jetty has been sincerely considered by council.

No . Are you already going to concept design?

Oppose

It's boring, nothing uniquely Esperance about it. Not much artistic merit

No

Make it look different from every other jetty in the
world

Oppose

I would like to see the jetty restored

Oppose

It's unbelievably bland. No artistic merit whatsoever.

No

Once in a lifetime opportunity to produce an iconic
work of art is being squandered.

Oppose

My children and myself grew up with this jetty .I want my grandchildren To be able to build memories on it
Just the entire jetty
too

Draft Concept Design for the Replacement Jetty ‐ Open Ended Responses

New year sunrise at the very end with a group of friends

businesses to promote tourism

Integrate old betty with fabulous new foreshore
Don't try to make it modern. Much of the charm of
the Jetty is it's sense of time & place ie history

The original design
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Oppose

Because it is not a design for a full length jetty. I like the design in general but think that the full length
should be designed and then done in sections, the first being to the value of $6million. This would allow
eventual diving to the artificial reef .

No‐ I think consulting some that built it and worked on it
would bring some wonderful ideas.

I think there should be some kind of building that
can be used as a small shop that could sell
memorabilia and some drinks/food.I think we
should be looking at how the Jetty can add to
tourism and bring back some return. I would like
to see the tracks put in be functional 9as they are
in Busstleton. I'm sure a group like Lions or Rotary
would run a motorised small train out which would
be terrific for the elderly/disabled who may not be
able to walk to the end.

Oppose

I don't feel there is enough wood in the design

Its BIG presence on the foreshore,

Seating along the jetty and fish cleaning facilities.

Oppose
Oppose

It is not long enough to do the job
Historical significance

Yes, lad loading of wheat in bags onto the boats
Repair existing jetty

Lot more wood in it, concrete no good
Repair existing jetty

Oppose

Reconstruction of the existing structure is not only feasible and practical, it is also more cost effective and
it retains (without apology) the legacies of the original jetty which is so loved and respected by the
community and its forebears.

There are many memories and recollections that a person
with seventy odd years of contact with the jetty can have.
While the "nodes" concept will stimulate recollection, it
will not and cannot convey the overall aura of the old
tanker jetty with any degree of efficiency. If I was to
attempt to list my own memories of special interest here,
they would take up at least a page of closed type and
even then it would not effectively serve the purpose.

If one sees the original design as being worthy of
reconstruction then it should only provide the
same facilities for people using it in the future as
have been available in the past. These have served
the community well and while the addition of more
modern "facilities" would doubtless make its usage
more convenient for the modern user, they would
impact upon the necessity to retain the heritage
fabric.

Oppose

Not really but the jetty always had a special place in the
I believe the proposed replacement jetty will be too short. I can remember when the old jetty was packed
hearts of the people of Esperance. It was an integral part No answer
with people. It does not allow for future growth of teh town, short sighted thinking!
of use and is sorely missed.

Oppose

None that the shire would consider, but the tanker jetty
holds many memories for me and my family. We
I oppose the concept design, not for the actual design, but I strongly support the restoration of the original travelled down from Coolgardie, staying in the caravan
parks, and spending heaps of time on the Esp. foreshore.
jetty, utilising salvagable timber,and replacing the deteriated pylons and decking with new timber from
The design of the replacement is fine. I would
the south‐west. Esperance has lost a lot of historical buildings in the past, which should have been saved. The jetty was great to fish, catch squid, meet other
prefer it to be restored using timber though.
people and admire Esperance from out on the water.This
So I say no to a replacement jetty. It's the same as the ugly modernistic post office building, built to
was in the '80s. We moved here in the early '90s and used
replace the superb old stone telegraph station. What a loss that was.
the jetty for recreational purposes, until it was closed of
to the public.
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Oppose

To retain preserve and keep the jetty in its whole
original form and structure as others have
indicated through independent reports. Listen to
Because I still believe in restoring the jetty to its original condition is the best and preferred option, both in
the specialists and not trumped up government
building materials, historical importance and longevity. Busselton has successfull6 accomplished this.
This is a crock of bullshit to place a plaque or viewing
reports, which do not have specialists contributing
Nowhere in the world do you see jetty’s of this length or build. The boardwalk in Whitby, perhaps. I have
picture of what was, keep it restore it and it lives and
to this. The council needs to reconsider the
contributed mone6 to the ongoing restoration of this jetty, it is still galling and appalling to see that the
breathes as a living historic reminder. Once it’s gone it’s
uniqueness of what we have and rebuild reclaim
jetty has been allowed to get in this state. What do yo7 not understand we d9 not want to see another
gone, no memory node will replace the history. The
and preserve the function, length and integrity of
ugly concrete and steel monstrosity. Look at pingelley building a new wooden civic building, at a
submarines, the fuel ships, the trains, the characters who
the existing structure rather than wasting more
comparable or better cost. It can be done. Modern steel and concrete is not going to stand the test of time
fished. Look to Busselton, their successes.
and more of our money on feeding architects
either. I’m tired of you not listening to people, to the majority who wish to ma8ntain this Beautiful
conjouring up a second rate monstrosity which is
architecture not found anywhere else
not proven to be effective nor withstand the
elements.

Oppose

The concept does not look at refurbishment of old jetty. There is no care for the marine life especially the
leafy sea dragon if demolition was to go ahead. I think the shire has dismiismissed the alternative report
which was presented to refurbish existing jetty without proper consideration.

The jetty needs to be longer, the concept should
have provisions for extension at a later date.

Oppose

Where are the facilities to enable the cruise boats to connect to the jetty either through direct
disembarking or landing of the ferry boats? We are missing a significant tourist potential by ignoring these No
facilities.

What about the longer term future of Esperance by
connecting this facility to cruise boats creating a
great first impression for visitors, this should
include the ability to use a golf cart or light tram
style vehicle to bring them closer to town. This is a
big opportunity to set up facilities that will ensure
Esperance has a long‐term future that will support
farmers and locals when times are tough.

Oppose

While this design is a little better than previous concept i think it needs more timber to be a true nod to
the history of the tanker jetty. I dont like the concrete deck, it is hot amd reflective and not a good
environmentally friendly material. It is not long enough to cover the light sensitive marine environment
that is alive under the existing jetty. To say that it can be extended with further funding is unrealistic. Once
this is up that will be it, more funding would be highly unlikely. I would not suppprt the lifting of the
heritage order that is currently in place for this design

Full timber deck Longer

Destroy the sea life already established on the jetty

Yes always fished of the Tanker jetty when came here on
Holidays (except when the fuel boat was in), then when
moved to Esperance it was only place to catch fish, My
father (deceased) and his BIL along with other family
members used the jetty. Father wanted his ashes to be
scattered from the jetty and would be disappointed at
seeing the condition it is in now.

Oppose

coz its gonna be short

dragging a lure through the side of my little brothers head ladders so i can jump off it

Oppose

I support the use of modern materials however I think the deck in its entirety should be of timber
construction

Oppose

Make it all out of the prefab concrete so it is cheaper or can be made longer for the same price

Oppose

The sea life under the jetty now, the
heritage/history of the jetty.

Oppose
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No

All looks good
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Oppose

Oppose

Its not long enough ‐ jetty must be replaced AT LEAST to it's former recent length ‐ preferably to it's
original length. The length of the jetty is one of the most important historical values of the structure and
should not be a negotiable factor.

Too many to list and I don't like the idea of the "key
interpretation nodes". The jetty is not a work of art or a
cultural trail. It is a key piece of historical infrastructure
whose use was valid and varied until the day the council
shut it down. Key interpretation nodes, in my view
trivialise the values and memories of people who used
the old structure, and will interfere with the creation of
new memories with a replacement structure as they
invalidate and undervalue the contemporary users.

Oppose

I don't think all the costings going forward have been accurately assessed

Just of many people catching herring and squid

Strongly oppose

want it done

Strongly oppose

needs a good indoor chillout spot near end

Strongly oppose

Don't want a replacement jetty. Redo the old tanker jetty . The old tanker is home to a rare seahorse. A
shortened new jetty will impact on a decrease of the variety of fish available to the public.

Strongly oppose

I love the old wooden jetty. If it can be fixed it should be fixed. Don't like the new one.

Strongly oppose

i like the wooden jetty

i used to walk on the jetty all the time with my mum and
see sammy the seal.

Strongly oppose

i liked to see sammy the seal at the jetty, i like the wooden jetty

sammy the seal

Strongly oppose

Its awful. Bits and pieces of nothing.

Strongly oppose

i like the way they are keeping old parts of the jetty like the diving platforms

I love the jetty and have many memories, and I don't
think it will b e demolished.
fishing sammy the seal

Strongly oppose

I want to fish off the wooden historical Tanker Jetty

Yes, how the ESC saved the Tanker Jetty

Strongly oppose
Strongly oppose

Keep the old jetty
I want the original jetty repaired

Strongly oppose

We want the Tanker Jetty saved, don't want a concrete one

Walking the length and fishing and swimming
Lots of family memories
I want to have many more memories with my family
fishing off the original Tanker Jetty

Strongly oppose

Yes I do because I want to spend time with my family on the historical Esperance Tanker Jetty

Just fix the historical Tanker Jetty for the people

Nothing would make it more attractive than our
beautiful iconic Tanker Jetty

Strongly oppose

Because my family want to fish and walk on the original Esperance Tanker Jetty

Yes I have special memories as a kid fishing off the
original Tanker Jetty with my family

No

Strongly oppose

The tanker jetty can be fixed

Lots, but I don't think they will be needed.

Strongly oppose
Strongly oppose

Reconstruction of original is paramount

Spending many nights fishing off the jetty
Fishing

Strongly oppose

Because building a jetty is a waste of money.. use the money for a new sports stadium

Nope.

LENGTH !!!! Weather protection shelters on the
jetty head, and half way along the deck.

I think the concept design has enough provisions .
A refurbished jetty could have the same

yes i went fishing there for 2 mouths straight on holidays
will it break/ collapse will there be much space
i caught many herring
Jumping off with all the bois, so in saying that their needs
dive trail under jetty and shark saftey
to be a diving platform
I have lots of memories about the tanker jetty. Some
private and fantastic family social occasions.

Strongly oppose
the jetty is good for old people as they can drive
their scooters on it.
The tanker jetty is beautiful as it is, unique.
gazebos with chairs
By fixing the Esperance Tanker Jetty instead of
letting it fall in the water
None keep the old jetty
None keep the old jetty and fix it
Save the Tanker Jetty

I don't think it will be approved so this is not
relevant
Restore the yetty back to its original design
None keep original
Knock it down and build a pub with a nice beer
garden. This town is in serious need of one

Strongly oppose
Draft Concept Design for the Replacement Jetty ‐ Open Ended Responses
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Strongly oppose

The heritage aspect does not feel honored.

Strongly oppose

not long enough, not the same as the old jetty.

Strongly oppose

Over 8000 people signed a petition calling for restoration. The shire hasn’t listened.

Strongly oppose

Because our Tanker Jetty is a beautiful Jetty with much history and not ugly as some Councillors would
have us believe.

Strongly oppose

I think if you are unable to afford maintenance on an existing one that is supposed to be heritage
protected, why build another one. Especially when tourist boats can not dock on it and it provides no
financial return.

Strongly oppose

Strongly oppose

Strongly oppose

Strongly oppose
Strongly oppose
Strongly oppose

Strongly oppose

Strongly oppose

I don’t understand what the nodes are meant to be.

it should be made longer and more like the old jetty
I don’t believe the community wants interpretation ‐
spend the money on refurbishing the jetty instead.

Listen to the community please. They want exactly
what is there fixed.

How about 8000 people signed a petition to try and save
our Esperance Tanker Jetty from being treated in the
most unjust and neglected way.
Yes, fishing with my friends kids and parents. Swimming
and diving along the length of the jetty. Great times at
the base of the jetty. A lot of great memories that are
currently being denied by the neglect of the current state
of the jetty.

Council needs to consider how much the Esperance
Tanker Jetty means to the people who have
elected them.

The plan tries to use some of the form and features of the current jetty but, in doing so, feels like a
pastiche that is both soulless and boringly functional. It reminds me of sitting in a fake Irish Pub in that it is
"Key interpretation nodes". I am pretty sure this isn't a
working really hard to try to make you feel like you are experiencing the real thing when you actually
know you are drinking beer brewed in Australia whilst surrounded by miscellaneous tat supposed to make thing
you feel Irish. My thought is why replace the jetty with this when you could repair (and enjoy) the real
thing?
Needs to be longer.
It's dull. The previous concept, which looked like the ribs of a whale, had some architectural merit. This
has nothing. A primary schoolchild's depiction of a jetty would have more flair. I'm 100% in favour of a
new jetty, never thought restoration was ever a go, but come on, guys, Esperance deserves better than
this.

I don't want anything showcased by a Shire that is not
interested in what the community wants

The Tanker Jetty is heritage listed. Heritage must be protected, saved, not demolished. Regardless of what
the shire is saying, enquiries with the national trust tell me that reconstruction is not only viable and
possible, it is the most prudent and feasible way forward. Besides, this council never listens to the people No relevant. It will be reconstructed.
they were elected to serve. You8 cannot sweep petitions and motions at electors meetings under the
carpet. It's not right.
I'm in favour of refurbishment of the old tanker jetty
Retaining every aspect of the original jetty
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Having a sink to scale and clean fish, and life bouys
available. Ladders that can provide access along
the length and a pontoon or lower deck at the end.

Make it longer

Not especially. But for Christ's sake, don't put a memorial
to the Save the Jetty Group on the new structure. Those
fecking imbeciles are the reason the town has been
without a jetty for the last three years.

It’s a complete waste of money. A jetty is a temporary Structure that will need to be replaced again and
again
The original timber jetty needs to be retained. Steel and concrete looks terrible and does not support the
heritage of what the jetty is
We want our jetty saved.

The length, shape and construction should protect
the current sea life that has formed on the Tanker
Jetty.

Leaving and maintaining the original timber piles
and structure in its entirety
I want a timber jetty, not this stupid steel and
concrete thing

The concept wont be approved.

Re build of the original jetty
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Strongly oppose

Looking into restoring and reusing as much of the Heritage list jetty should be looked into before
dismissing and deconstructing and building a smaller less user friendly concrete jetty that does not retain
enough historical value . The full costing of the concept draft plan has not been given out to community.
There has been no mention of protection of the marine life that has been living under the jetty for 83
I do not agree with this question as I do not agree with
years in this concept. This concept restricts the community from using the jetty more freely due to the
the concept design.
way the draft concept has appoint areas for use. Concrete is not as user friendly as wood is, concrete gets
very hot in the sun and is not very friendly to people that want to sit on it to fish. When people catch squid
and they squirt ink out it doesn't wash off like it would on timber jettys. Concrete has a lot shorter life,
also would cost more to fix if larger section had to be lifted off to fix under the jetty.

I do not agree with this question as I do not agree
with the concept design. A lot more looking into
restoring and using of the heritage listed jetty
should considered.

Strongly oppose

The emphasis should be more closely aligned with restoration over replacement. I would also like to know I don’t understand what the interpretation nodes are.
more about the proposed length vs the original length. It is such a beautiful and unique structure.
They wouldn’t be necessary if the focus was on
Retaining the original design is so important for the history of Esperance to truly transcend generations.
restoration over replacement.

Stay as close to the original design as possible as it
has successfully served the towns residents and
visitors for such a long time.

Strongly oppose

Fix the old jetty. Its better

To many memories to mention

Strongly oppose

The heritage council does not support demolition. Why is the shire trying to demolish a rare state heritage
listed structure? There has not been one attempt at proper maintenance of the structure since the shire
Spend the money on fixing the jetty, not on
took it over in 1990. There are over 100 timber jetties in South Australia, so they are easy to fix, so why is interpretation nodes that will just need maintenance.
it not being done?

Strongly oppose

Because the Esperance Tanker Jetty deserves to be saved

No nodes will ever retain the heritage of the Esperance
Tanker Jetty

Strongly oppose

Give us back our real jetty

Totally useless things

Strongly oppose

Hate seeing what little history Esperance has left demolished.

Strongly oppose

We want the original jetty saved and rebuilt like they do in many other towns around the world, thanks !

Strongly oppose

I feel that the historic tanker jetty being the only one of its kind left should be reconstructed.

Strongly oppose

Restore the jetty we already have, instead of throwing something new and shiny in front of the locals to
distract from the issue, bring her back to life. Its so wrong to demolish something that can be restored
back to her former beauty, which has so much enriched history in our town, only to build a memorial of it
in its place. Keep our heritage.
Restore old jetty

Strongly oppose

heritage listed jetty should not be demolished all attempts should be made to restore

Strongly oppose

Strongly oppose
Strongly oppose
Strongly oppose

It replaces the old with something that should keep most parties happy.I believe that this will be the most
cost effective and expedient manner in which to proceed.
Not in keeping with the historic importance of the existing structure.
Original jetty needs to be re‐built
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I have many special memories that won’t be considered
by the Esperance Shire.
We do not want just memories we want to experience
walking and fishing off the Tanker Jetty again when it is
saved and rebuilt, thanks!
I have many from early days coming here from Boulder,
but they will not be needed.
Save the Tanker Jetty.

Restore the heritage structure. Heritage Tourism is
the fastest growing sector of the tourism industry.
The people want it, evidenced by the petition of
over 8000 people. What a shame that the shire
don't consider all the people of the goldfields who
love the jetty too.
The only attractive thing would be to reconstruct
the Esperance Tanker Jetty so we can fish and dive
off it
None. Just don't approve the design.
Reconstruction of the tanker jetty is the only way
to go.
Cost.
The only attractive thing would be to save and
rebuild the original Tanker Jetty, thanks!
I don't think it will be approved so this is not
relevant.
Save the Tanker Jetty

Fishing and Late night walks
nights during childhood and later years fishing with family to keep as original as possible, use as much of the
and friends
original jetty as they can
More large old photos like the ones at the toilet facilities. It should be easilu extendable for future growth.
The jetty need to be re‐built back to original
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Strongly oppose

Strongly oppose

Strongly oppose

Strongly oppose
Strongly oppose

I'm a diver. A new jetty will destroy the brilliant growth already on the jetty pylons. A new jetty will
remove the shade necessary for growth on the pylons and protection for the fish life. Check out before
and after footage of the Island end of the jetty to verify my statements.

I have terrific memories of fishing off the jetty with my
young daughters and their cousins. I have great
memories of diving easily off the jetty before the diving
platform was removed. I have great memories of the
Island end attracting shoals of fish before the platform
was removed. Unfortunately, not many of these
memories will be replicated by your current plan and
design.

Disgraceful way to treat the historic Esperance Tanker Jetty by trying to replace it with steel and concrete! We want the Esperance Tanker Jetty fixed, thanks!

From a diving perspective, you need to keep the
original pylons with their original growth. From a
diving perspective, you need to ensure the shade
remains as is, otherwise the growth dies off quickly
(check out the damage caused by the removal of
the platform at the Island jetty. From a diving
perspective, you need to ensure ensure the end of
the jetty remains where it is so that the dive trail is
easily accessible from it.
The thing to do is throw the concept plabs away,
grow commonsense and reconstruct our beautiful
Tanker Jetty like they do in South Australia,
historical structures all around the world need
maintenance and care, the Tanker Jetty has been
neglected for the past 7 years

the shire are totally un trust worthy.. the tanker jetty can
the concept design doesn't have any heritage
be refurbished over many years till its at the original
the tanker jetty is our fathers heritage for the region..replacing the jetty is not an option.. retention of this
value.. its wrong and corrupt to remove such
length and width.. the dive sites underneath are
amazing structure is of utmost importance..
amazing.. atm there are over 40 black face shags nesting valued heritage.
on there too...
It needs to be the same length as original jetty or what is the point. That's what made it such a hive for
locals and visitors alike
retain original jetty
fishing
none

Strongly oppose

Spent many years in my youth fishing from the jetty

Strongly oppose

The design is too disjointed. Would love a wooden deck.

The wonderful walk to the end of the jetty passing the
people fishing. Looking for seals, fish and birds. Seem to
take forever and was perfect any weather, any season
activity.

Strongly oppose

I oppose replacing the existing jetty.

Strongly oppose

Modern material jetties have more frequent maintenance repair/replacement than wooden structures.
Wooden structure jetty is a part of our history which we need to retain history for future generations.

Strongly oppose

I would like to see the Jetty restored mot replaced.

Strongly oppose

I have always wanted restoration mot replacement. Restoration has never been an option for this council.

Strongly oppose

The concept design looks very impressive. But we have an impressive historic Tanker Jetty that is able to
be refurbished. Our Shire has refused to listen to the people of Esperance on this matter. They have
wasted hundreds of thousands of dollars ignoring the wishes of the people. I will not support the concept
design for a replacement Jetty. If they had proceeded with the refurbishment the people of Esperance
could have been using the Tanker Jetty now, instead of still debating the issue. If the Shire proceed and
demolish our Tanker Jetty I will be very sad, angry and disillusioned with the process they have used to
govern us.

Seating and some sheltered niches.
Fix and maintain the existing jetty.

The full length of old jetty being filled with people fishing, Stairs down into water for easier access for scuba
no bum room between them
divers

I don't want interpretation nodes. I want the Tanker Jetty.

They need to consider rebuilding the original
Tanker Jetty.

Strongly oppose
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Strongly oppose

We do not support demolition of existing jetty, We object and believe this project is underfunded, We
support wood and not steel, We object to the funding costs be so Open Ended and Strongly Oppose and a
concept design or project that is not detailed down to the last dollar ‐ a figure must be nominated and
stuck to. We do not have faith or confidents in The Esperance Shire Council to organise, carry out and
fund properly, this project or works for the full benefits of the Esperance Community

We have a Family connection to this jetty of around 130
years since 1886 when the Dunn Family owned and
operated boats such as the Narrwinni (sunk out at Lucky
Bay)which use to on and off load supplies for the
Esperance Community. My wife's historical family came
from mining communities in and around Kalgoorlie and
spent many hollidays swimming fishing and relaxing on
the wonderful Esperance icon and if those old people
could see the disgraceful mess it is now they would turn
in their graves.

Money is the greats issue it needs to be costed out
down to the last $ and then approved by the
Esperance Community. It should be like for like
Wood should be utilised not Steel and parts of the
original jetty should be left in situ so the historical
value is there forever.

Strongly oppose

If the jetty is demolished then the endangered leafy sea dragons will be lost forever and the under water
dive sight, which is one of the best jetty dives, will also be lost for many many years to come. As little as
possible of the old jetty should be demolished to save these two major features of the old jetty

My grandfather came to Esperance to get a job building
the jetty and now 5 generations of Andre's have fished
off it. It would be sacralise to demolish any sections that
doesn't need demolition.

Listen to the ratepayers! The shire is hell bent on
demolition and won't look at restoration

Strongly oppose

steel is too expensive to maintain should be built of polly in this day an age like the jettys in canal blocks

no

back to the original length [total] of 750m or
whatever it was including the original head

Strongly oppose

Fix old jetty
Heaps Fix old jetty
I believe other viable options have not been investigated. An underwater viewing structure should also be
No
incorporated

Strongly oppose

No answer

Strongly oppose

Reconstruction of original jetty will provide a greater tourist draw card especially if the shire council puts
other tourist draw cards in to compliment original design

As the current custodial operator of the Esperance fuel
infrastructure operations I believe in retaining the
existing jetty as time and time again Australia's heritage
assets have been neglected and we have an opportunity None
to facilitate the rebirth of an iconic piece of infrastructure
at a lower cost compared to the end game for the
proposed example submitted by the shire

Strongly oppose

I Don’t feel the shire has looked at all options to the Reconstructionof our Heritage jetty. We have lost a
lot of our Heritage over the years and have very few left in our lovely Town.my family have lived here for
over 90 years.and our jetty means a lot to us with it’s Heritage history and recreation it will be A very sad
day if it’s pulled down to locals and Tourists also the marine life who live under the jetty.

Carnt replace the memories of Grandfather & family
working the boats swimming off it as a lad seeing the big
ships coming in.

Strongly oppose

Replacement of the jetty is very costly. The usefulness of a so called "icon" is limited to those who wish to
fish, go for a stroll or dive off the structure. Tourists do not come to Esperance because there is a jetty
I grew up in Esperance & spent a lot of time on the Jetty
there. In fact there are record numbers still coming despite the jetty being closed. The money would be
as a child & adult. As I have indicated, I oppose the waste Please see my answer to the first question.
better spent on a facility (such as was proposed by Josh Ellet some years ago) that has multiple uses ‐
of money that rebuilding represents.
marina, fishing facility, safe swimming area for swimming lessons, perhaps a restaurant. A good example is
this is Hilary's boat harbour.
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Because nothing will come close as a replacement

Too many to mention

The design costs more than the Shire has already,
the more everyone wants the more it will
unobtainable , the state will be reluctant to give
any funds considering how the Shire have treated
the Tanker Jetty, after all where is the money from
Sammy the Seal and where is the money that has
been saved since 2011 from doing NO maintenance
on the Tanker Jetty and when given funds in the
past for the Tanker Jetty, it was spent elsewhere
and has never been returned to Jetty reserve.

Strongly oppose

Because it is clear that the majority including ourselves wish to see the jetty rebuilt as is, wa and in
particular Esperance has allowed too many structures of history to be replaced.

Our families being local for the past 70 years have so
many memories and would like to see the jetty restored
similar to Busselton not a new one that will have the
same issues in years to come if maintained similar to the
current jetty.

Council needs to listen to the community not
council staff that come and go, it is clear the
elected members are only going on staff and
consultants recommendations not the community.
Money and maintenance is not the key issue here,
heritage is, as recorded on the foreshore toilets.

Strongly oppose

Having been on several ships that berthed at the tanker
The jetty should never have been allowed to get to the condition it is currently in the only reason for this is
jetty fishing with my kids The Esperance tanker jetty is an
They need to consider the history the choices of
the shire and it's closed door meeting in which it voted to stop all maintenance on the jetty even though
iconic historical structure you cannot replace that the
the people they are supposed to be there to serve
this contravenes the jetty license agreement and the wishes of the community.the jetty is one of only
jetty needs help not a closed minded self centred shire
three timber jetties left in Western Australia and a major part of Maritime history restore the jetty
that doesn't care what people want

Strongly oppose

I would like to see the facility developed to enable some commercial use. If not now at least provide for
future developments. I would also like the replacement jetty to replicate the original one using upgraded
materials.

No

I think it definitely needs to have some ability to
generate commercial return in the future

Strongly oppose

It should be repaired as much as possible not replaced.

It should be as much timber and similar to what it is. Ie
repair as much as possible.

More timber.

I want to see the jetty reconstructed where possible to meet current industry standards using the original
heritage concept design and materials. I do not view the replacement concept design as acceptable.

Like thousands of friends of the Esperance jetty I have
special memories which clearly accounts for why the fate
of our jetty has been so passionately pursued. I grew up
on the Esplanade I looked at the jetty everyday. As a
child I knew the names of the people fishing on the jetty
and even knew where their favourite places were to sit to
throw a line. My first job when I was ten at Dixon's shop
was to bag up pollard for the never ending line of
customers on their way to the jetty. With one of the
interpretation nodes being 'Save the Tanker Jetty
Memorial' it was interesting the choice of terms used by
Juile De Jong in her presentation that the impact of lobby
groups caused 'division and mistrust'. The point of
dissonance is to generate valuable discourse that
promotes all points of view. The lobby groups should not
be portrayed as incendiary because they see the situation
differently from the Esperance Shire Council.

Appropriate areas in terms of the size of the low
level dive platforms to accommodate diving gear.
Perhaps have several low level dive platforms
along the jetty rather than just one.

Strongly oppose

Strongly oppose
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Strongly oppose

The jetty can be redeveloped

Old timers fishing alongside young people, tourist,
melting pot of the community Jetty jumping Squid ink
stains

Strongly oppose

I want the jetty reconstructed using the heritage timbers and built in accordance and as close as possible
to the original design (mindful that industry standards have changed since then).

Ensure the lobby groups are portrayed as valuable not as
causing division

Wide enough to have multiple users; senior citizens
in vehicles, kids on bikes, parents with prams

Strongly oppose

Support Restoration not replacement.

Restoration wouldnt require a whole pile of interpretive
nonsense.

Build to the original length for people who enjoy
walking it.

Strongly oppose

Because we should not destroy history, it seems the Esperance Tanker Jetty means nothing, if everything
in the world that was old got demolished there would be no historical places to visit.

My family have lived in Esperance since 1973 which
equates to hundreds of special memories and
recollections of our beautiful wooden Tanker Jetty ad we
have always believed it would be looked after for the
many generations to come, how sad that the Shire have
made their decision to demolish a historical icon, how can
The Council needs to realise the importance of our
interpretations nodes explain these, the fact is that we
historical Tanker Jetty
have a council that do not care enough to preserve this
popular tourist destination for fishing, sitting and just
walking along the deck with families, sharing the
moment memory with other families, anyone who thinks
that a steel and concrete structure is going to achieve this
does not understand the significance of history.

Strongly oppose

Want the Tanker Jetty saved because my family has so many memories of fishing off it

Want the Tanker Jetty saved

Strongly oppose

It’s needs to be of heritage value, not just signs showing where the heritage was

No because the jetty should be reconstructed with the
heritage value Nd then these would not be necessary

Jetty should be reconstructed with the existing
features ‐ no concept design

Strongly oppose

The most prudent and feasible way is to reconstruct the Tanker Jetty using the original 1934 design.
Reconstruction is cheaper than demolition and replacement.

Strongly oppose

Support restoration only

Yes, from early childhood and all aspects of its history

Restoration of our history. This community has
lost too much of its past destroyed

The old betty is history as sad as it is, there is no way that it can be restored. You don't need a degree in
marine engineering to see that the old structure is beyond repair. 87 years old, it's served it's commercial
purpose. Now we need a recreational betty to enjoy.

Fishing with many generations of my family. NOW I
WANT MY GRANDCHILDREN TO HAVE A SAFE
RECREATIONAL JETTY THAT THEY CAN MAKE MEMORIES
ON. So many if the littlies in Esperance have never been
given the opportunity to go on a hefty because the
members of the Jerry group are preventing us getting a
new jetty.

What ever features we can afford. A simple jetty
structure would be fine as long as it has the same
curve as the old jetty

Strongly oppose

Strongly oppose

Section A ok,rest should be done the same reusing, recycling the old timbers . If said timbers can Be used
in local housing it can be recycled on our jetty
It isn't the same as the heritage jetty

Strongly oppose

To preserve he historical value

Strongly oppose
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Access for people with disabilities

History
Walking on the wooden timbers
childhood fishing memories for myself and my 3 children
now adults with their own children.

Make it from wood same as the original
user friendly. diving off the end
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The kids and grandkids have great memories of the jetty ‐
sleeping between the rail tracks while we fished. We
retired here so the kids could visit from Kalgoorlie but
instead they now go to Busselton for their holidays. The
jetty should at least stay to the length it is now, so the
money should go into lengthening the jetty not many
interpretation nodes which will need maintenance.

For fishing, the handrails should be in low
maintenance stainless steel, with lower drop down
sections for people sitting with rods so they can
fish easily with their rod over the lower rail and be
comfortable.

Strongly oppose

Because it doesn't conform to the heritage of the old iconic jetty. Needs to be longer. The marine life
below the jetty has not been considered. The jetty should be rebuilt with the aesthetics of the exterior
remaining the same but with the allowance for pedestrian use and light maintenance traffic. I believe the
shire need to start listening to the people and taking notice of the 8000 plus signatures whilst they still
have some credibility left.

Strongly oppose

1. This concept could be of value if there was no jetty to start with; however the length would need to
increase to target all the fish that people had access to in the past and require now. 2. We have the bones
of a jetty not yet completely destroyed and this can be remediated to a 512 metre length at a considerably
lower cost than the real cost of the proposed replacement. This would in addition obviate the necessity of
No answer
destroying what is left. A total saving of some $2 million ratepayers dollars is quite conceivable but
seemingly of no interest to council. The options therefore are: a) a 400 metre of probably less jetty,
unsatisfactory due to insufficient length, or b) a full 525 metre (approx) jetty identical with original,
therefore heritage‐wise a perfect solution and would be met with heartfelt gratitude and rejoicing by local
and goldfields people who have fished it for 80 years

No answer

Strongly oppose

Because I am as old as the Esperance Tanker Jetty, my wife and I have travelled to visit many historical
structures, history should be preserved and with a bit of insight the Jetty can be rebuilt so the tourists can
Too numerous to mention.
come to Esperance to visit this iconic historical structure that was built in the depression, giving men work
for the future of Esperance, a very importance reason why Esperance is a thriving town today.

Yes, the Esperance Shire Council needs to have
foresight to realise no steel and concrete jetty will
ever be good enough to replace the Tanker Jetty,
its a sad state of affairs that they haven't consulted
the community enough to gauge what they want
and what is right , nor have they appealed hard
enough to the government to acquire funds for the
up keep of this important infrastructure. I have also
sadly noticed so many homes for sale, clearly
something is not working in this town.

Strongly oppose

Excisting jetty should have been maintained when local organisations provided support and funding and
supported by the district residents.

Wooden, fishable jetty for 840 metres.

original design and concept.

Strongly oppose

I have lived in Esperance since 1948 and think we should repair our lovely old jetty

My dad worked as a wharfie during our younger days

Timber is much nicer than concrete and iron
(nothing natural)

Strongly oppose

Started coming to Esperance as a very young child on holidays and have lived here for a long period of
time. Always fished during the holidays and have sentimental memories but believe that we need to have
a jetty that is open and it is time to move on and build a new one.

Strongly oppose

Not the same as the original

Walking to the end and back

Make it from wood
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Strongly oppose

Strongly oppose
Strongly oppose

Ridiculous. The concept cannot not be approved
without having produced costing within the
concept. Shire has continued to pull the wool over
the people's eyes. Plain deception. The people
want reconstruction of their heritage jetty. They
want it at least 520 m long. All I add is that our
The Community has not been heard, they want reconstruction of their heritage jetty. If a new petition was we need a cast iron figure of what you have in mind. You
timber jetty lasted 80 years your H & H concept has
cannot ask people to decide on a concept when you have
done over a couple of weeks there would be many more than 8000 signatures requesting to restore the
guarantee of 40 years. so disappointed that the
not produced figures ie the railing, the lighting, no
Jetty. I am disappointed that the Shire has not paid attention to what the people want. Locals have
Shire has not listened to the community and used
received Independent engineering advice ie Bonacci and Davy, at no cost to the shire. The shire has flatly seating, or shelters over seats, electricity, public art
expertise provided for reconstruction by Ken Davey
refused to consider this which would be considerably cost effective. Demolition will destroy sea creatures costing! Shire cannot be believed any more we have seen
and save millions of dollars and we will have our
such waste of funds in removing and replacing. look at
and marine life under jetty which is pure sacrilege. The short length will reduce the sea depth causing it
jetty sooner. It is criminal to use community
the James street jetty. misappropriation.
too shallow for jetty recreation deep fishing.
money is this way. I hope the Heritage council does
not allow his concept to gain ground. There has
been no common sense. The Shire has spent $100s
of thousands trying to prove that the Save the jetty
people do not know what they are talking about.
Outrageous.
You are replacing a valued asset for this town. There is not many old wooden jetties left. Concrete is very
inpersonal and less sustainable.
Please fix our lovely old jetty
Too many to list

I think the jetty should be restored and be the same.

We used to come down from Mt Ida Gold Mines in the
north of the goldfields for school holidays every year. All
the fun we used to have with all our classmates. We used
to come down with all our classmates to The Fresh Air
League (now where the backpackers are). We all enjoyed
fishing off the jetty. What a shame it has been closed for
It would be more attractive to tourists if it was
nearly three years. A neglected heritage asset. Shame on
restored as a heritage structure.
the shire. We have just been on holiday up north along
the north coast and all we heard was that they are not
coming back to Esperance cause they can't go fishing so
they go to jurien bay or busselton where there is a jetty.
They all want to know what is wrong with our Shire, and
why haven't they fixed it.

Strongly oppose

Simply because the only option in my opinion is to retain what is still standing and get on with a feasible
restoration

I visited Esperance all my childhood years ‐ 1945 ‐ 57.
Every summer was spent swimming, fishing and eating
the fish. Made friends again with Esperance kids and the
dozens of kids from Kalgoorlie every year. As we got older Stop wasting time and money. Just restore the
tanker jetty
we thoroughly enjoyed fishing at night on the tanker
jetty. then as parents we all brought our kids to do the
same. That was Esperance. My parents, sister and I lived
for those fantastic holidays.

Strongly oppose

I think it should be Reconstructed as it is Heritage listed

Yes fix it & make it the same length you carnt take 80
years of family history away

Strongly oppose

Draft Concept Design for the Replacement Jetty ‐ Open Ended Responses

just reconstruct our Heritage jetty it will be all still
be there it used to work very well
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Strongly oppose

Strongly oppose
Strongly oppose
Strongly oppose
Strongly oppose
Strongly oppose

Strongly oppose

Strongly oppose

Strongly oppose
Strongly oppose
Strongly oppose

Because the jetty is one of three left in our state and taking it away is destroying a big part of the towns
history and also of our state of Western Australia. Also it is Heritage Listed and has been totally neglected
by the Shire Council for many many years. Travelled to Busselton in Febraury to view what they have done
with their jetty and it is an absolute credit to their shire and people. Their whilst a cruise ship was
anchored offshore and wonderful to see the ships tenders bring passengers to and from the ship. This
could be available to cruise ships that visit Esperance if the grand old jetty is restored. Travelled South
Australia on two occasions this year and seen how large and small towns enjoyed the facility of their
jetties.
We indicated years ago we don't want a new jetty. Shire knows this. They should be working towards
I don't want any interpretation nodes. I want the real
giving us what we want
thing
This is a horrible joke on the community. We lose a
I do not want a replacement jetty. There is no need for one. We can rebuild the one we have, that the
beautiful heritage structure and are given nodes. Just
shire has neglected for far too long.
awful
To respect and remember our past as we need to understand that, to go into the future.
Do not agree with the concept design
Have lived here for 60 years so many memories, bu they
I like the tanker jetty as it will be when fixed.
wont b e needed.
Because it is iconic and historic but know it comes down to money. Port Germein in SA has an old rotting
No answer
jetty but it is heritage listed and money is available to mend it after storms
The concept is way too short in length. The concept is hardly any different to the original options
presented months ago. It doesn't reflect the heritage of preserving one of the few remaining jetties
constructed from timber

All pictures of what used to happen, i.e. ships, trains
(history)

The current jetty is a heritage listed timber jetty. This is a concrete and steel jetty. While it’s better than no
No
jetty I’d prefer a timber jetty.
A replacement jetty that retains so little of the historical fabric of the Tanker Jetty should be scrapped. It
is our responsibility to retain high quality historic landmarks in our generation and a reconstruction is the
Scrap this design
only decision. Esperance was built on port trade and this jetty is a symbol of our history and should so for
hundreds of years to come.
We should retain our historic jetty as much as possible
do not approve design
These are pathetic and unconvincing. Get serious about
I want it RESTORED.
history.

Strongly oppose

There is only one answer and that is a complete refurbish and then follow Busselton's concept and bring
the financial returns. I for one would be willing to pay a rate levy to contribute.

Strongly oppose

The jetty should be maintained in the original style it was build it. It is an iconic structure and is heritage
listed. The jetty has lasted over 80 years. The new one has hardly any heritage features, concrete and steel
expected to last fifty years. You have no costings for this jetty and Heritage Council would prefer to have
the reconstruction. People travel overseas to view historical buildings, castles, piers, etc and there is very
little historical building's remaining in Esperance.

Strongly oppose

going squiding

Strongly oppose

No

Strongly oppose
Strongly oppose

None that i wish to share with this council.
Many memories, however I want my kids to make
Love the Esperance Tanker Jetty, the fishing is awesome, my family always looked forward to spending our
memories fishing off the Tanker Jetty again, please make
holidays on the fantastic curved wooden jetty
this happen!

This jetty is not suitable for us. It is a design for a
new area. Give us our real jetty.
Council needs to reject this design and go back to
basics. Do something about the jetty we have
Needs to be the 1934 design 100%
The council should stop wasting ratepayers money
and fix the tanker jetty.
No answer
Longevity of materials used. James Street jetty is a
prime example. Needs to be functional. Needs
length to it so as there is sufficient depth to fish in
Just renovate the old jetty. Concrete and steel
won’t last for 80 years.
A 50 year design of steel piles and concrete has no
place in our town.
N/A
Restore it instead.

leaving it
That I don't want anymore of my rates spent on
this.

The concept is not long enough. I have zero trust in this council keeping its promises.
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Strongly oppose

The existing jetty should be restored.The unique marine life is reason enough to do this,this marine life will
be destroyed if the old jetty is removed.The old jetty is also historical.The Jetty can be restored,it has been Fishing with my dad when I was a kid Walking along the
done elsewhere.I think the shire are letting down the entire community,visitors who have enjoyed the
jetty and enjoying the sea
jetty over the years,and the marine life

The council needs to scrap this design altogether
and focus on what the community actually
wants,which is restoration of the old jetty.Isnt it
the councils job to listen to the people?

Strongly oppose

We are having the wool pulled over our eyes with this plan. It is too short It is concrete and steel it is not
OUR jetty Once this one is pulled down we have lost it forever Why wasn't this one repaired earlier why
should the council get their plan when they deliberately let our jetty fall into disrepair Do you want me to
keep going?

My memories cannot be showcased in interpretation
nodes

Do not approve the design. The original jetty is
beautiful. This one is a farce

Strongly oppose

We don't need a replacement jetty, we need our timber jetty rebuilt

What a joke!

Strongly oppose
Strongly oppose
Strongly oppose

because it looks weird
Shiny and new is NOT better than a restoration of a valuable part of our town!
Restore the one we already have.

yes feeding the seal
What is an ‘interpretation node’?
The old jetty had been there for 80 years and millions of
dollars raised by the community to keep it maintained
was totally ignored by the shire and the shire wasted so
much money on studies and reports which should have
been spent on maintaining the original heritage listed
jetty
Wow, what do you actually care? The people have
spoken and we don't want a new jetty. fix the heritage
jetty.

Do what the community wants and give us back
our jetty, not this piece of junk
make it pretty
Protect the wildlife underneath!!

Listen to the people not plan their own agenda, if it
is demolished it won't be a heritage jetty anymore.

Strongly oppose

I think for heritage value and the endangered sea dragons and jetty dive sights that the original jetty
should be saved and not demolished

Strongly oppose

You need to repair the old Jerry. Shame on you.

Strongly oppose

The draft concept does not replicate the existing Tanker Jetty, except for a small section (Historic) which
disrespectfully uses new timber instead of recycled timber (except for a few inlays). The draft concept
report states in two instances the timber to be used has an expected life‐span of 25 years. What sort of
Because I am totally opposed to the concept, which
I think Council needs to consider reconstruction of
timber is being used? Balsa wood? How old is the timber on the Tanker Jetty? So, extra maintenance costs
includes the 'interpretation nodes', I have no response to
the Tanker Jetty.
for the Shire and the community. The proposal is not long enough, which will lead to over‐crowding. But
this question.
most importantly, the concept structure has virtually no historic or heritage components. Locals and
visitors don't see the Tanker Jetty as a fishing platform ‐‐ they see it as a unique, heritage‐listed jetty which
should be reconstructed. What the draft concept offers is just a concrete and steel pier.

Strongly oppose

As i feel that this is dwparting from what tbe original jetty looks like . im sure reconztruction of original
would be a better option

none really only that my dad introduced me to the jettys
in esperance when i was only 3years of age when there
was the old and new jetty

How could anybody possibly support this substitute for the real thing?

No thank you. If you are stupid enough to think
memories can be encapsulated in nodes, you are worse
than I thought you are.

Council needs to consider the community. We
have been telling you for years that we want our
jetty. Had you spent money on repairs we could
still have our jetty to walk on and fish from.

Strongly oppose

This is not what we want. We want our real jetty, not this artificial one

My disgust at the council. People of the town donated
money to save the jetty. The council is now using it to
pull the jetty down. Display how disgusting you are.

You need to consider what the people of this town
want. You have delayed and delayed in the hope
that people will say "any jetty, just build it." Well,
you are wrong. We want to save the jetty, not
destroy it.

Strongly oppose

The community has never been given a chance to really have its say. This is not what we want.

What is the point? Interpretation nodes are useless

Council needs to consider that the community
wants its own jetty not this artificial thing

Strongly oppose
Strongly oppose

It isn't made of wood like the original
If jetty is replaces, marine life that has already set up home there will most likely not survive

The wooden jetty

Not cement and steel

Strongly oppose
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The people of Esperance not the council.
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Strongly oppose

will never be built , there is no funding its simpily a way of removing heritage jetty

Strongly oppose

this jetty design has NO heritage and will never be built

Many such as fishing and walking ,all which will not
possible wit removal of old jetty
None it wont be built

Strongly oppose

With all the $$$ wasted already, this could be used on the repair of the existing jetty!

Too many to list!!!

Strongly oppose

It should be at least as long as it is now and should be timber, not steel and concrete

Strongly oppose

Would prefer to see the Tanker Jetty reconstructed because of its rich heritage which is very important to
the town of Esperance

Strongly oppose

no heritage valve at all

Strongly oppose

The jetty should have been looked after and maintained right from the beginning

Strongly oppose

The jetty sjould be an exact replica of the original design not someones futuristic brain fart

Strongly oppose

This is not what the community wants

Strongly oppose

The jetty is of heritage value and should be rebuilt as it was.
Wooden jetties have a wonderful place in our history. Esperance old tanker jetty should be preserved for
future generations. It has been sadly neglected and not been maintained. It can be
restored/reconstructed. I don't want the new jetty!

Strongly oppose
Strongly oppose
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You can''t showcase my memories. They are part of the
heritage value of this spectacular structure
Every resident of Esperance has strong memories
regarding our iconic Tanker Jetty and also is a drawcard
to the tourists
many , the best way to keep the memories is to restore
the excisting one

REPAIR current jetty
repair existing jetty
Talk to the PEOPLE of esperance.. AND ACTUALLY
LISTEN! I'd suggest NEW Councillors, that will do
this.
Definitely reject the plan.
The only thing Council needs to consider is to
reconstruct our iconic Tanker Jetty
Restore excisting Jetty

Just build it to the original jetty design, the original
jetty was iconic and provided easy access for
fishing, diving and swimming. Why complicate the
rebuild with crappy concept designs that have no
place in Esperance
What a load of rubbish. As if my memories could be
captured in a node

Council should scrap the design and the whole idea
of a new jetty and give us our jetty back

The holds many memories for our family as it does for
many other families.
No
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